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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE
REDSKIN RAIDERS
-OR-

~, ARIETT A'S LEAP FOR LIFE
By

AN

OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST HEARS OF THE REDSKIN RAIDERS.

"Well, Wild, ther Injuns are on ther rampage ag'in, so
I hear."
"Is that so, Charlie?"
"Yes, about fifty of ther Sioux have left ther reservation, and they are making things hum amongst thei settlers
ther other side of ther Short Range. A feller from Hog
Back jest got here a few minutes ago, an' he reports that
when he !Ht, three men had been shot by ther Injuns, a
couple of shanties burned, an' a gal carried off."
"If that is true we ought to lend the settlers a hand,
Charlie."
"That's jest what I think."
"Let 's go and see the man who brought the news to town.
I want to learn the full particulars and find out who is in
the fault . . It may be that some of the rash ones among the
settlers have brought this on themselves."
"Yes, of course. But even then we oughter help 'em."
"Oh, of course!"
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the West
and Prince of the Saddle, had been on his way to a new
gold mine that had just been opened by him and his partners when he was met by Cheyenne Charlie, the famous
Indian scout.
· Then the foregoing conversation took place.
Young Wild West was as handsome as he was dashing
and courageous.
Attired in a bucksin hunting suit that was trimmed with
scarlet fringe, and a wealth of chestnut hair hanging over
his shoulders, he made a perfect picture of the true young
Westerner.
Cheyenne Charlie was dressed in a similar manner. He
was tall and straight and wore a black mustache and long
hair.
"We'll take a walk over to Brown's Gazoo an' have a
talk with ther feller what brought in ther news," the scout
remarked, as he twisted the ends of the mustache that he
was rather proud of.
"Very well, I guess things can wait here," was Young
Wild West's reply.
It was not more than half a mile to the heart of the
town, where the hotel Charlie spoke of was located, and
they promptly started for it.
Weston was quite a hustling little mining town.
It was_situatfid in the southern part of the i?old-bearimr

region known as the Black Hills, and at the time of
which we write things were in a rather unsettled state.
Though Sitting Bull had been whipped to a standstill,
there were still many bad Indians waiting for a chance to
get square with the "palefaces," as they called the whites.
Occasionally they would break out in revolt and murder
helpless women and children and put up a strong fight with
the men of the settlements and those who came across the
prairie with wagon trains.
Young Wild West was ever ready to give his services in
putting down the redskins, •and he was ready now, providing the story Charlie told him was true.
The two soon reached the hotel called the Gazoo.
They found the man who had brought in the news of the
outbreak drinking at the bar.
He was a rough-looking fellow, and his clothing was
badly torn and bloody, showing plainly that he had been
through some sort of a scrimmage. .
"Come here, stranger!" called out Cheyenne Charlie.
"Here's Young Wild West. He wants to hear about ther
redskins."
"Well, I kin tell him that about fifty redskins made a
raid on ther little town of Hog Back yisterday mornin'.
They made things howl, since there wasn't more'n a dozen
of us men there at ther time. Hog Back ain't got a population of more'n sixty, anyhow, · an' about half of 'em is
women an' children. Three good men went under m ther
fight put up by us, an' old Pete Leigh's darter was taken
otf by ther leader of ther gang, which is Crow Wing, as
bad a redskin as ever fought under Sitting Bull. Ther
Injuns are makin' raids on everything they come across, I
reckon, so I thought it would be a good idea fur me t 6
come an' look fur some help."
"Well, I guess you can get some help from here," a nswered Wild. "What is your name, stranger?"
"Luke Lumps are my name, Young Wild West."
"Well, I take it that you have told the truth about the
Indians, so you may count on myself and partners to help
you out."
"That's what I like to hear. Ther landlord here said
as how he thought you'd take a hand agin ther Injun raiders. He says you are a regular cyclone when you git
started."
"Well, I don't know about that part of it, but I do know
that I never sit idly by when there are innocent people in
danger. If you have any idea as to where the redskins are
about now, just let's hear it."
"Well," and the man scratched his head thoughtfully,
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"ther chances are that they've headed east fur ther grazin'
grounds, where there's a few log shanties built here an'
there an' occupied by them that's got little farms an' some
cattle. They most likely mean to make a clean sweep
around through that section."
"If a detachment of cavalry doesn't find them, or we
don't get tc them before they do," retorted Wild.
"I reckon there'll be somewhat less than fifty of 'em after
we tackle 'em," said the scout. "Hello! Here comes Jim.
Wait till we hear what he has to say about it."
As he spoke a fine-looking boy of about the age of Young
Wild West came into the place.
He was attired in a hunting-suit, the same as they were,
and he looked to be every inch a fighter.
This was Jim Dart, another of Young Wild West's partners, and one who could be depended upon to do his share
at any stage of the game.
"Hello, boys!" he answered, as Charlie called out to
him. "What appears to be the trouble?"
"Injuns on ther rampage. They've almost wiped out ther
settlement called Hog Back, which is about seventy miles
· below here. You know the place."
"Oh, I ·know the place, all right. Is that a fact, though?"
and he turned to Wild.
"I guess the wily villain called Crow Wing has been cutting up pretty good," was the reply. "He has about fifty
redskins with him, and according to what this man says,
ou~ services are needed. There is no telling what the villains will do if they are not checked."
"Count on me!" excalimed Jim Da rt. "Just say when
we are to start out."
"We will start out now."
"Hold on!" interposed Luke Lumps. "Let's all liquor
up afore we git ready to go. Then I'll git some one to let
me have a fresh horse an' we?ll sizzle out after ther redskin
raiders."
"I wouldn't do too much in the line of drinking," said
Wild. "It will only muddle you up, and then you might
forget what you came here for."
A flush of anger came over the face of the man who had
brought news of the Indian outbreak.
"Young Wild West," said he, a little hotly, "I never
allows any one to tell when I shall drink an' when I shan't.
You might be a regular ring-tailed roarer, an' all that, but
jest drop it. I drink when I feel like it, an' all ther folks
in Weston couldn't alter it any."
"I didn't mean to offend you, my friend," answered Young
Wild West, coolly. "I made up my mind that you were a
pretty decent sort of a fellow, but it strikes me now that
you haven't as good sense as you might have, 01· you
wouldn't talk that way. If you want to drink, go ahead
and do it; but just bear in mind that I am not going to have
a half-drunken man lead me to where a gang of hostile
[ndians are."
"Who's a half-drunken man?" cried Luke Lumps, flying
into a passion. "Do you know that I once shot a halfbreed fur sa.yin' I was drunk? I'm a dangerous man when
I· gits started, an' I feels jest like startin' now." ,
"Oh, is that so? Well, then, just start and let's see what
you'll do."
"Thunder!"
"No! It is not tiie season of the year for thunder, and,
besides, it is as clear as a bell."
"Great rattlesnakes!"
"Well, let it go at that, then."
"I've a notion to slap you in ther mouth, jest to show
you that you hadn't oughter meddle with a feller's business."
"You couldn't slap me in the mouth," and Wild smilecl
in the cool and easy way he was noted for.
"I couldn't, hey?"
"No. I wouldn't let you."
"Well, I'll--"
He let his hand go out without finishing the sentence.
He intended to slap our hero.
But he made a miss of it.
Then something happened that gave him the surprise of
his life.
An open hand caught him squarely across the moe.th
and he went staggering back against the counter.
"Serves you right, stranger!" exclaimed the proprietor,
who had been looking on with a broad grin on his face.
"I knowed you would git it if you kept on ther way you
started. Young Wild West don't take much foolin'."

The· fellow uttered a cry of astonishment that was intermingled witb rage.
But he partly recovered himself very quickly.
"I hates to 'do it, Young Wild West, but I've got to give
you a lickin'," he blurted out.
"If you will take my advice you won't try it," was the reply.
"I'm goin' to, if I los-e my leg!"
"Oh, you won't lose a leg, but you'll lose some of the
bluster and conceit you've got, though."
Luke Lumps made no verbal reply.
He sptang at the boy, who was standing there as cool as
an iceberg.
Biff!
A straight right caught him on the chin, and he staggered back and fell to the floor.
·
"You don't know how to fight," said the boy, coolly.
"Now get up and behave yourself or I'll hurt you. I am
still of the opinion that you mean all right, and that you
are a truthful man, but when it comes to giving me a thrashing you are not the man to do it."
1
"Thunder!"
"Of course you ain't ther man as kin do it," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "Now jest behave yourself."
"I'm goin' to," was the nuick reply. "I don't want to git
hit no more. I'm a blamed fool, that's what I am."
"No, I hardly think you are that. You simply made a
mistake, that's al1."
"I don't wartt nothin' to drink, Young Wild West. I'm
goin' ta do · jest as you say."
"Very well. I will see to it that you get a fresh horse,
and as soon as you have had a rest we Vlrill start out and
hunt up the redskin raiders."
"All right."
Leaving the man at the hotel, om· three friends went out
and made their way to their homes.
Young Wild West and Jin1 lived in a neat little cottage
right close to the office of the Wild West Mining & Improvement Company, and they soon g·ot- there.
Charlie resided with his wife in another cottage about a
quarter of a mile from them.
It was shortly before noon on a bright sunshiny day in
November when they met Luke Lumps, and they resolved
to start out ofter the Indians before night.
There were only three of them who were going, to be
sure, but they were equal to 1. whole lot when it came to
fighting the redskins.
Wild went over to the new mine and quickly · fixed up •
things to suit him there, and then he returned to the house
and had dinner.
"Now, Jim," said he, "we will go and see the girls and
let them know we are going."
"All right," was the reply. "I guess they will not raise
any objections."
CHAPTER II.
THE TWO TENDERFOQ.TS AND THEIR DARKY.

Jim Dart turned off to the left when they got a couple
of lrnndred yards from the office, and Wild headed for the
post-office.
Pretty Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired granddaughter
of the postmaster, was his sweetheart, and as she was in
the habit of helping the old man with his duties, he knew
he would find her there.
"Hello, Et!" he called out, as he entered the store and
found no one there but the girl and her grandfather. "I
have got a little something to tell you, so I thought I
would call around."
1
"Ah!" was the reply, in a silvery tone of voice. "Going
away somewhere, I suppose?"
"Yes, you've hit it the first time."
"Oh, I knew that," and she tossed her pretty head. "I
can always tell when you are going away. Your face shows
it before you speak. Where is it this time?"
"Have you heard about the redskin raiders?"
"Yes, I heard some talk about them a little while ago.
Mr. Br.own and another man were in here, and they were
speaking about the raid on the settlement of Hog Back."
"Well, I am going out to help corral the red fiends . It
seems that they never will become half-civilized. It is said
that Crow Wing is leading the gang, and he is one of the
worst of all the Sioux ch iefs who fought under Sitting
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s. .

------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --Bull. He is cruel and very bloodthirsty, adhering to the
•traditions of his ancestors as much as he can. He has got
to be halted in this work."
"For the sake of the poor settlers, yes!" answered Arietta.
"But you must be careful, Wild. Haven't I heard you
say that Crow Wing hated you worse than poison?"
"Well, I believe he does hate me," was the retort. ·'It
was partly through me that he was captured, and he has it
in for me for it."
"Well, you know what an Indian is, so I need not tell
you to look out for him. If he should get you, Wild, he
would surely torture you and burn you at the stake."
"He might try it, Et, but he wouldn't succeed. I wasn't
born to be burned at the stake, I am satisfied of that. I
have come too near it more than once, you know."
"Well, there is always a time that•is once too often, they
say, so you must never relax your"vigilance when danger is
around."
"Just leave it to me now. We will get out in time to
stop some of this· raiding that the redskins are doing, and
then we will be able to locate them, so the cavalry can get
them when it reaches these parts. As soon as they hear
what is up at the forts they will surely send out detachments
to hunt them up."
"Oh, I have no doubts of that. Well, Wild, you go ahead
and save the lives of the people who are in danger. That
is your duty, and there is no one any better adapted to
that kind of work the.n you are. Eloise, Anna,• and I ai·e
going over to Devil Creek to-morrow to pay a long-promised visit to Lively Rick's wife, and baby. We are going to
start early in the morning, so we can leave there about five
and get back a little after dark. I guess we will not meet
any of the Indians -on the way, Wild, will we?"
"They will hardly come as near as that," was the retort.
"Go ahead, little one, and enjoy the trip all you can. You
always carry a six-shooter, and if any one bothers you you
know what to do."
"Oh, I can take care of myself pretty well."
"I know you can. As .,ve are going away soon, I will
bid you good-by. I hope you will have a pleasant trip to
•
Devil Creek."
Then the dashing young Prince of the Saddle kissed his
blushing sweetheart right in the presence of her grandfather, and left· the post-office.
It was not long before he met Jim Dart and Cheyenne
Charlie.
Jim had been over to the house to bid good-by to Eloise
Gardner, his promised bride, ·and Charlie had done the
same to Anna, his wife.
They found Luke Lumps ready when they got to the
hotel, so they got their horses at once and set out.
As they did not know how long they would be out on
the prairie and among the mountains, they were well equipped with blankets, cooking utensils and so on.
Luke Lumps was rather meek when he mounted and
said he was ready.
He was' considerably wiser than he had been before he
undertook to thrash Wild.
He had cleaned himself up a bit and was mounted on
a fresh horse, so he made a better appearance.
Our hero decided that it was best to head straight for
the settlement that had been raided by the Indians, so
they swung around and took a trail to the south that was
little used, since it ran through the wildest part of the counry in the Black Hills.
It brought them out on the old trail that had been used by
the Pony Express, and which was still used by emigrant
trains and those who took a notion to go farther West.
It was on this trail that the little settlement was located.
"I have an idea that the redskins will keep pretty close
to the old Pony Express route," remarked Wild as they rode
along, after leav;ing Weston hidden from sight among the
hills. "We will strike it just about two miles to the west
if we follow this trail. I guess that is just what we will do."
"That's what we will, if you say so!" declared Cheyenne
Charlie.
"Of course," Jim Dart added.
"That would be the best thing to do, anyhow," spoke up
Luke Lumps.
The horses being fresh, they rode along at a good gait,
and in due time they came to the trail.
As they reached it they slowed down and came. to a
halt.
Then, all of a sudden, they heard the shrill notes of a
file.

It came from somewhere up the trail off to the right.
Young Wild West and his companions listened.
Then they plainly made out the tune.
It was an old Scotch melody.
Wondering who it could be, they turned their horses
in the direction the sounds came from and allowed them
to walk along.
"It must be ther fl.fer of a drum corps," said Jim.
"If that is the case, there must be soldiers there," spoke
up Luke Lumps.
"That is hardly probable," remarked Wild. "There is no
soldiers around here who go on foot, and the cavalry don't
have dlll,1m corps with them. There are no soldiers there,
I'll bet!" ,
"I reckon we'll soon see," said Charlie.
And so they did.
In less than two minutes they came in sight of a colored
man leaning against a bony-lookin$' horse, and playing
away at a fife with the skill of a musician.
He was a rather comical-looking fellow, too, since he wore
a suit of clothes that were full of patches of many colors.
A battered high hat rested upon his head, and it was
tipped so far back that it touched the neck of the horse.
He did not stop ~ntil he had finished the tune he was
playing, though he saw the four riders approaching.
· "Well," said Wild, as he reined in his handsome sorrel,
"what are you doing here, Gumbo?"
"Dat ain't my name, boss," was the reply. "Ma name
am Julius-J.ulius Lucifer."
"A .fine name, I must say. Well, what are you doing here, ·
anyhow?"
"Boss, I'se done lost maself, an' I play de fife to let ma
friends know whar I am."
"Oh! You have friends somewhere around; then?"
"Yes, sah. I done come out here wiv ma boss an' his
son. Ma boss is named Jeff Drost, an' him son am Al
Drost."
"Yes, I see. But where are they?" and Wild shaded his
eyes with his hand and gazed up and down the trail.
"Gracious, boss! I don't know whar dey kin be. I
done fall to sleep on de back of ma horse, an' when I waKes
up, 'cause I done fall off, I didn{t see anyt'ing of ma boss
or his son. Den I takes ma fife an' plays a little tune."
"You're what I calls a putty easy-goin' nigger, you are!"
exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, who had been grinning broadly
as the darky talked.
"Dat's what everybody says, sah," and Julius Lucifer
turned to the scout and looked pleased.
"What was that tune you was jest playin'?" asked Luke
,
Lumps.
"Annie Laurie, sah."
"It sounded putty good. S'pose you play some more?"
"All right, sah!" and then he struck up Yankee Doodle.
It was while he was playing that Wild's sharp eyes caught
sight of two horsemen riding toward them.
That they were the two the darky had spoken of he felt
.
pretty sure.
The r~st saw them, too, but the musical dark~ went right
on playmg.
Five minutes later the two horsemen rode up and halted.
Both were of what is called "sandy complexion," and it
could easily be seen that they were father and son.
That they were · genuine tenderfoots, too, was plainly evident.
But they did not seem to be at all worried about anything,
and were laughing as they halted.
"How are you, gents?" said the elder one. "What do you
.
think of our nigger?"
"He is ,a musical genius, for one thing," answered Jim.
"Yes, he can play that old fife, and that is about the
only thing he can do," spoke up the other, who was nothing
more than a boy.
"Dat all right, Marsa Al," spoke up the darky. "I done ,
.
help you all I kin."
"Oh, ]\ suppose you do. But when you're asleep, which
is more than half your time, you can't help anybody very
much."
"W a' for you ride on when I done fall to sleep?"
"Just f~r fun,~' answered the elder man. "We thought
some Indians might come along and catch you and liven
you up a eit."
"I don't t'ink dey ain't no niggers about here dat would
bother Julius Lucifer," reto1-ted the darky. "Dey is all
tame ones now, so dey tell us at de last place we stop at."
"Don't he too sure of that, nigger," spoke up Cheyenne
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Charlie. "We're on ther trail of a gang of Injuns now.
Thetve been cuttin' up putty high ther last couple of days,
an' if they was to catch you they wouldn't be , more'n two
minutes liftin' that wool you've got on your head:"
Charlie said this with great seriousness, and · the two
horsemen showed signs of uneasiness.
"Is it true that there are Indians about who would bother
ant: one?" the young fellow asked.
'I should reckon so! Here's a feller what kin tell you
how they raided a town last night an' killed three men, besides carryin' off a young gal. There's ther dickens to pay,
an' that's wby we're out. It won't pay fur any one to go
to sleep in camp, let alone in ther saddle."
Luke Lumps promptly told them of the raid.
"This is too bad," said the older man. "We're on our
way to the gold mines out here, and we had no idea that
we would strike any hostile Indians on the way. We are
armed, but we could not put up much of a fight against a
crowd of the redmen if they were to attack us. We are not
used to that sort of business. My name is Jeff Drost, and
this is my son AL"
"Pleased to meet you, gentlemen," answered our hero. "I
am Young Wild West, and these gentlemen are Chey,e nne
Charlie, Jim Dart and Luke Lumps."
They all shook hands then, and the tenderfoots seemed
glad to know them.
"How far are we from the nearest town?" asked Al
Drost.
"Only about two or three miles from the settlement called
Hog Back," answered Lumps.
"Are you going there?"
"Yes; that's goin' to be our first stop."
"Are there any gold mines there?" the elder Drost inquired. "I am looking for gold. I sold out the Silver Star
saloon owned in our town and came out here with my boy
to make my_ fortune. I've always been pretty lucky. so I
guess I won't get fooled."
"You might strike it rich, providin' ther lnjuns let you
live long enough," retorted the scout, who was in the humor
to frighten them a little. "But you won't strike no gold
mines in Hog Back. That's nothin' more than a settlement
of a few farmers an' hunters. Ther Injuns cleaned it out
last night, so we won't find much there, I reckon."
"But there are houses there~"
"Oh, yes! There's houses there, but they ain't none of
'em more'n four-story buildin's, you'll find out."
"I suppose we can :r:ide along. in your company?" and
"
J e!J' Dro~t lo~ked ~t Wild. app~almgly.
Come
Certamly, replied the dashmg young deadshot.
on! We are wasting too mucl~ tim~ here. You Julius Lucifer, just pu! away that musical m strument of yours and
keep awake.
"All right, sah !" was the quick response. "I done hope
dat de Injuns don't cotch us befo' we git to de town."
The party ~ow headed for the s~ttlement, and as they
rode along, Wild came to the con~lu~10n that the tenderf?ots
were good fellows, but that their ideas about gold mmes
were very crud e,
But _ther e were other things than gold mines to think
about Just now.

Her courage and presence of mind in time of danger was
Iwonderful,
too, and those who knew her declared that she

CHAPTER III.
WHAT HAPPENED AFTER YOUNG WILD WEST LEFT WESTON.

Early the morning following the peparture of Young
Wild West and his partners, Arjetta Mui·dock, Anna. the
wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner mounted
their horses and set out for Devil Creek, which was a mining camp some eighteen miles from Weston.
Just why it had been named Devil Creek no one knew,
'
or cared, for that matter.
Those who inhabited it probably agreed with Shakespeare
when he wrote the famous quotation signifying that there
was nothing in a name, anyhow, and if they had never
heard of him they would agree when they did hear about it.
Wild and his partners, in speaking of the three ladies,
always called them the "girls," so we have formed the habit
of doing so.
Arietta and Eloise were girls, well enough, and if Anna
had not been married she was not too old to be called a
girl.
All three of them knew how to shoot, both with the rifle
and revolver, but Arietta was an exceptionally good shot.

was something like Young Wild West in that respect.
That she would make a fitting companion for him through
life when they both became old enough to wed, all their
acquaintances agreed.
The road to Devil Creek was a frequently traveled one,
so the girls had not the least thought of danger when they
started out.
But they were armed, just the same. '
Arietta always · carried a revolver and hunting-knife in
her belt, the same as a man, when she went out, and she
also kept a small six-shooter in the bosom of her dress to
be used in a case of emergency.
Attired in neat riding-suits they made a pretty picture
as they rode · out of the town and took the mountain road
to Devil Creek.
"Well, I wonder where Wild, Charlie and Jim are now?"
observed Arietta, as she looked in the direction she supposed they were. "I hope they will have"the best of luck."
"So do I," chimed in Eloise, who was a very pretty
brunette, though rather delicate.
"They are very cautious when on the trail of Indians, so
I think they will get through all right. It is the fighting, J thinK, that is the worst part of it. They are too
shrewd to be caught napping."
"The fighting part of it, if they have anything like a
show, is r11:>thing compared to the danger of them running
into an ambush, or being caught in a trap of some kind,"
declared Arietta.
"I do hope they will be the means of stopping the Indians
making raids on the settlers, anyhow," Anna remarked.
It was a beautiful morning, and the air was crisp and
cool.
As the three rode along their cheeks took on a deeper
tinge of red and their eyes sparkled.
They rode along at a canter, and it was not long before
five miles had been covered.
lt was right here that a trail crossed the regular one
and wound along over the mountain to the borders of Wyom•
ing.
It was just as the girls reached this point that a startling
thing happened.
A dozen lariats came whizzing toward them from every
direction it seemed, and the next thing they knew they
were dra.'gged from their horses!
Of course, the girls screamed! That was only natural.
But they were not permitted to keep it up more than a
second for a number of Indian braves pounced upon them
and quickly clapped hands over their mouths.
It was a genuine surprise to the girls, and comii;ig as it
did so soon after they left Weston, they could scarcely
realize it.
It was the first tfme in several months that hostile Indians
had ventured so close to the mining town.
The redskins worked swiftly, and soon had the girls
bound and gagged.
Their horses had been lassoed so the fiends Jost no time
in putting them on their backs, ~nd then tying the helpless
captives so they could not fall off, they made ready to ride
away from the spot.
Arietta alone was practically cool.
It was not the first time that she had been in the clutches
of the Indians, and she was not going to give way and faint,
or anything of the kind.
Anna did her best to follow the example of Arietta, butEloise could not disguise her terror.
"Ugh!" grunted a rather fancy-looking brave, who was
no doubt the leader of the party. "Me no expect to find
paleface squaws, me expect to meet big wagon and rob it."
It was evident by the actions of the dozen redskins in the
party that they were just as well satisfied. ·
The capture of the white girls pleased them greatly.
"We take to Crow Wing," resumed the young chief,
speaking to his men. "He be glad when he see Calf Liver
have ·three paleface maidens."
"Ugh! Ugh!"
The r est of the braves grunted in unison.
This party of redskins really belonged to those who had
raided the settlement of Hog Back.
But they had not been with the main band, having been
sent by Crow Wing to the near vicinity of Weston to capture the first stagecoach that left the town and rob the
·
passengers.
Calf Liver's braves had accomplished a 2reat deal in
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capturing the three girls, they thought, so they concluded
Calf Liver was afraid that the old chief would want the
to make straight for the spot where Crow Wing proposed identical one he did.
to make a temporary headquarters.
Then his hopes would be blasted.
This place was not more than three miles off the old Pony
It was bitter for him to think this way, and as he rode
Express trail, and it was well shielded by rocks and a dense alon_g, casting frequent glances at the beautiful paleface
growth of dwarfed oaks.
maiden, he resolved that Crow Wing should not have her.
Old Crow Wing was a very shrewd Indian.
At noon the Indians halted for a short rest.
He was keeping close to the mining towns, just for the
They passed some food to the captives, after untying
express purpose of throwing the cavalry off the scent.
their hands, but it was little that they ate.
The spot he had chosen was not more than fifty miles
It was wonderful the way Arietta kept up her courage.
in a straight line from Weston, while it was almost in the · It was her alone that kept Eloise from giving up.
~nter of a number of settlements and small mining camps,
She kept telling them that they would certainly get out
some of them being as close as four or .five miles to it.
of it all right.
But it was a fine hiding-place, since they had a stream
"Just see how strange it all is," she said. "We were
of water to follow when they left the beaten trail, which fearing that Wild, Charlie and Jim would get captured by
would throw any pursuers off the scent and cause them to the Indians, and now we have had the very thing happen
go on until they got tired of following the oil trail.
to us."
That was the way the wily chief figured it.
"It is dreadful,'' Eloise answered.
He did not intend to stay there if things got too hot for
"Of course. But it is not the first time ·that such a thing
him, but he figured that it would be several days bef6re has happened. We have always escaped before, and I am
. the cavalry got there, and in that time he could wreak a ter- certain we will this time. Wild will happen along in· time
"bl
th
1 f
h h d
save us, see if he don't!"
ri e Ve,Q_,geance on
e pa e aces w O a d are d t O come t O to "But
how wi"ll they know i·t·?. " Anna asked.
the lands of the noble redman and plant the corn and dig
up the precious metal that was iri the earth.
"Fate will lead them to us."
Calf Liver's detachment of braves had been in camp all
"You are like Wild. You never give up, Et," Anna declared.
night within five miles of Weston, so their horses were in
"That is the way to be. I was born and reared in the
excellent order and ready for a swift journey.
W"ld w t
d I h
1 ·
b
The quicker he got the paleface maidens to the old chief
i
es ' an
ave severa times een captured by Inthe better the young chief thought it would be.
dians and bad white men. Every time Wild has come along
He was looking for promotion, for he really thought that in th e nick of time and saved me. Why should I despair
and give-up now? "
;
the time was soon coming when the redmen would once
"Th t ·
,,,
1 · d El ·
h
b
·
more control the mountains and plains of the great West.
a is so. exc aime
oise, er eyes rightening.
"While there is life there is hope."
As soon as they were well away from th e spot where th ey
"But you might better be dead than to be turned over
were taken prisoners, the young chief gave orders that the to a beast of a redskin for his squaw," said Anna.
.
gags should be removed from the mouths of the girls.
"Well, that is something I that has not happened yet.
As the order was being obeyed he loo).l:ed at th em a nd They don't do that sort of a thing so readily, nowadays."
sa~~:
.
. . .
.
The ride was resumed after the noonday meal had been
. Palefac~, maidens no make much noise, tie mouths agam eaten, and when the sun was yet three hours high the party
if they do.
I of redskins arrived at the place where they were to meet
It was unpleasant, not to say painful, to be gagged, so he the main band.
was pretty certain that they would not do any screaming. J They found them there in rather snug quarters, and as
~nd they did not when they found they had the use of soon as they got in with the captives, Crow Wing came out
their tongues once more.
of his teepee and stalked over his tall form wrapped in a
But Arietta was bound to do a little talking.
.
red blanket.
.'
"'Yhat do you mean by this outrage?" she demand':!d,
"Waugh!" he exclaimed, as he looked at the three girls.
l~okmg: at the leader of the band, for she could readJly "Calf Liver heap much smart; he catch paleface squaws."
pick him out. .
Then the young chief related how he had come to get
"Paleface maiden no get scared; she not be hurt," was hold of the paleface maidens, as he called them, speaking in
the reply.
the language of the Sioux, which the girls could not under"! know I shall not be hurt," answered Arietta, putting stand.
on a bold. front. "The r~dmen dare no~ hurt u~; ,,they
At the conclusion of the story, Calf Liver was 'comwould be killed by the soldiers of the fort if they did.
mended for what he had done.
Calf Liver laughed in his guttural fashion.
Then Crow Wing ordered the captives to be taken to a
"Indians no afraid of soldiers," ,he said. "Before an- good-sized teepee that was situated close to the face of a
other moon the whole Sioux nation will be on the warpath. bluff.
They no lose the fight this time; they wipe out the palef,aces,
Arietta and her two companions felt not a little relieved
like the roaring fire eats up the dry prairie grass. The as they stepped on the ground once more.
Sioux will once more do the same as their ·forefathers did."
They had been in one position so long that they had be"The chief tries to talk with · a straight tongue, but he come somewhat cramped.
cannot, because his mind is cro'oked," 1·emarked Arietta,
As they were led to the teepee and the flap pulled aside
who knew just how to converse with the warriors. "You they were surprised to see another white girl there in the
are dreaming-dreaming like a little papoose that has never charge of an -ugly looking squaw.
seen how the palefaces can fight."
But it struck Arietta instantly that she must be the girl
The words had no little effect on the chief.
who had been carried away from the settlement.
But he did not show it.
His expression was stolid and indifferent.
CHAPTER IV.
As he turned his horse away from her the pretty sweetheart of Young Wild West called out to him:
ON THE TRAIL.
"Where are you taki;ng us to?"
Young Wild West and his partners reached the settle"To Crow W'ing, who has so many braves that they num- ment
of Hog Back just ·as it was getting dark.
ber like the lives of the forest trees," was the reply.
They had come over at a very fast gait, and their horses
Arietta forced a laugh.
were quite tired when they got there.
"Not so many as that," she answered. "Why cannot the
Jeff Drost and his l'Son. Al, with their comical darky, rode
chief talk with a tongue that is straight?"
in ,;vith them, and when they saw there was a trading store
Calf Liver said no more.
there and a few log shanties scattered about, they felt a
The paleface maiden was too much for him.
little easier.
But d<-~p down in his heart a feeling of admiration for
It looked like civilization, anyhow, and that was someher sprang up, and he began to picture her as his beautiful thing.
white squaw, who would plant the corn for him and cook
Wild did not halt until the store was reached.
the game and fish he brought to her.
There were probably twenty armed men there, most of
But as he thought over this the vision of the · crafty Crow whom looked to be hunters.
Wing popped up before him.
"Hello, boys!" called out Luke , Lumps. "I've brought
Would the old chief take a fancy to the golden-haired Young Wild West over from Weston an' I reckon he'll
~irl, or would his fancy lean to one of the others?"
make ther Injun raiders hustle when he' gits on their trail."
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Some of the men were acquainted with our hero, but
owing to the darkness they did not recognize him.
But the moment they heard he was there · they let out a
yell of applause.
"Welcome, Young Wild West!" cried the storekeeper.
"You're jest ther feller we want."
"Well, I'm mighty glad to be here," Wild assured them.
"What's been going on here, anyhow?"
"Well, ther Injuns under ther lead of Crow Wing has
sorter made things hum around here. Th ey've killed three
men, took a lot of provisions, an' carried off Leigh's darter,
Clara. Leigh, you kin tell ·~m all about how it was done."
"I reckon I kin," was the reply, and then an honest-looking farmer stepped up.
"It was done all of a sudden," he said, speaking to our
hero. "Ther Injuns come when there was only a few men
home. They burned my cabin an' ther one next to it. My
wife managed to hide in ther bushes in ther back, but
they got my gal an' rode away with her. I wasn't home,
but ther men what was made it so hot fur 'em that they
got out as soon as they'd got all ther hams an' stuff they
could git hold of handy. We lost three men, but we dropped
four of ther redskins."
"Have you heard anything of them since?"
"No, but we've been afraid that they'd come back, so
we've been waitin' fur 'em."
"Did any one go to find your daughter?"
"Yes; her young man started off on hossback, an' he said
he wouldn't come back without h~r."
"Ah!"
"Ther Injuns went to ther westward, right ovei· ther old
·
trail."
"They did, eh?"
"Yes, an' we've had word from all ther settlements to-day
that nothin' has been seen. of 'em."
"Then they must be hiding in the hills somewhere."
"Or else they went on," spoke up the man who owned
the store.
"Some one would have seen 'em if they had follered ther
trail right through," remarked another of the settlers.
Wild agreed with him.
It struck him that the redskin raiders were not very far
away.
That they must have a snug place to hide somewH'e re was
plainly evident.
There were not enough of them to put up a fight against
a troop of cavalry, so there was only one thing to do to
keep clear of them, and that was to hide.
Our friends were pretty tired and hungry.
But there was plenty to eat at the settlement, notwithstanding the raid, and they were soon taken care of by the
honest pioneers of the prairies and mountains.
The Drosts found a place where they could stop at for
the night, · and they began to think that there was no danger, after all.
But the settlers were whispering among themselves, :m<l
they soon learned that it was the general impression that
the redskins would return that night to finish the work they
had started to do.
The fact of one old man declaring that he was certain this
would be the case got this imp1·ession throughout the place.
Wh-en Young Wild We.st heard it he sa-id he hardly
thought the Indians would be fools enough to come to the
settlement when all the men were there, specially as they
would be waiting for them to show up.
But he did not argue the question.
When they prevailed upon him to remain at the settlement over night he gave in to ,them.
"Frank Fell, ther lover of her gal what's missin', might
come back with some news as to whar ther redskins are afore
mornin'," said one of the men.
"I understood Mr. Leigh to say that the young man did
not intend to come back without the girl," spoke up Jim.
"Well, he said that. But if he should happen to find out
whar ther Injuns a1·e hidin', an' he sees a chance of gittin'
back here to git a crowd together, you kin bet he'll do it.
He ain't goin' to rush right in an' git killed any kind of
fashion."
This seemed quite reasonable.
Wild found there was no lack of accommodations for
them, so it was unnecessary to sleep outside in camp.
As Wild believed, the settlement was not attacked by the
Indians that night, nor ' did the young fellow called Frank
Fell come back.
Our friends were up and stin·ing shortly after daybreak.

,

Wild was determined to make an effort to rescue the captive girl.
He figured that it would be a good idea to organize a
party and go in search of her.
According to all accounts, there were in the neighborhood of fifty of the redskins.
He thought that with twenty men at his back he could
whip that number and bring them to terms.
When Luke Lumps showed up a little later he said to
·
·
him:
"I am going· to hunt for the girl ·who was carried off by
the Indians. Do you think we could get about fifteen
the men to go along?"
, "I reck,on we kin," was the reply. "If you say you'll lead
em they II be glad to go, an' I knows it!"
"All right, then. As soon as we get a cup of coffee and
have something to eat we're going out."
Lumps lost no time in getting about the settlement when
he heard this.
The result was that in a few minutes a dozen or more
rough but honest men were bothered about Wild and his
.
friends.
They were all armed, toe, some of them being provided
with the old muskets that figured in the early part of the
Civil War'.
"You are going, I suppose?" said Wild, turning to Luke
Lumps.
"You kin bet on it, if you'll -let me," was the reply.
"Oh, I think you will do, all right. That makes four
of us. Now we just want sixteen more, for I think twenty
will be enough. Those who desh-e to take the risk of
going out and giving the redskins a fight, step forward."
There were just ten to respond.
"Go around and wake up some more men," said ·wild
to them. "We want six more."
They prompt]~ started off, as they were all eager to be
revenged upon the Indians and get the girl away from
them.
The next' minute who should come along but Jeff Drost
and hi$, son, Al.
They had been close enough to hear our hero say that
more men were wanted.
Though they were green in that part of the country, the
Drosts knew considerable about the use of firearms, and
they were anything but cowards.
"You can count on us to go," said Jeff.
"That's right, Mr. West," spoke up Al. "We can't stay
here idly when we know that a young lady· has been carried off by a band of hostile Indians."
Wild nodded.
"Certainly!" he answered. "You can go if you wish."
In a few minutes he had the required number and then,
after being assured by all that they would follow where he
led and do as he told them to, Wild called for his horse.
Jim Dart came out \vith the sorrel, leading his own along
with him.
The men hastened to get their mounts, and in a few minutes they were ready to start.
As Young Wild West rode off at the head of the line of
determined men there was a loud yell from behind them.
"Hold on, dar!" cried an excited voice. "I guess I done
'
go wiv you! Wait!"
"It is Julius Lucifer, our darky," Jeff Drost explained.
"Well, let him' come if he wants to," said Cheyenne
Charlie, g1-inning broadly. "If ther Injuns git hold of
him they won't be apt to scalp him, not if he plays a tune
on that fife of his for 'em."
"Are you re.ally going to let him go along?" the elder
Drost asked Wi!d.
"I don't know as he will be in the way," was the reply.
.
"He might come in handy."
"Come on, Julius!" cried Al Drost. "Young Wild West
says you can go. But if you fall asleep on horseback, look
out!"
"I'se'll keep awake, sah !" was the retort, and then the
comical-looking darky galloped up and joined the ranks.
"Have you got your fife with you?" Jim Dart asked him.
"Yes, sah, I done got my fife, an' I'se got · a big pistol,
too. I'se kin shoot, too, boss."
'.'Good! We wouldn't have any use for a man who don't
know how to shoot,"
Then a search began for the Indian raiders.
The wily Crow Wing· had hidden his trail well, for even
Young Wild West was deceived, and they kept right on past
the stream that crossed the old Pony Express trail.
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And the worst part of it was that they rode right on
until noon.
Then, shortly after that they halted, half a dozen horsemen showed up from the direction they had been following
and when they got to them our friends learned that there
were no Indians that way.
The half a dozE1n horsemen were heading for Hog Back to
learn the particulars of the raid and offer their services in
running down the reds)dn band.
Wild questioned them, and quickly became convinced that
what they said was correct.
He granted the request of the men when they asked if
they could join the party.
That made them num11er twenty-seven, counting the darky.
"I reckon we oughter be able to do somethin' with ther
reds now," Luke Lumps remarked.
"We'll make short work of 'em if we only git a good
chance at 'em!" declared one of the newcomers.
The noonday meal was cooked, and then the horses were
given . a rest while the men were eating.
A little later they mounted and turned back in the direction of Hog Back.
Young Wild West was resolvJi upon finding where the
Indians had left the trail this time.
"Boys," said he, addressing Charlie and Jim, "you want
to keep your eyes peeled if you never did before. We have
never allowed ourselves to be fooled before, and we can't
afford to this time. There is one thing certain, and that is
that the redskins did not go away by balloons, so there must
be a trail somewhere to show which way they went."
."Old Crow Wing is a smart feller at hidin' his trail," answered the scout. "He's managed it first-rate, it seems.
But jest wait! We ain't give it up yet."
"Not by a good deal!" .d eclared Jim.
They rode · on back, dismounting occasionally to take a
look at the ground on either side of the trail.
But it was no use.
They could find no traces of any one having passed that
way.
•
At length they reached the stream that flowed across the
trail just as the sun was sinking low in the west.
Wild dismounted and his partners followed suit.
They felt that the search had simmered down to the
stream. They knew very well that both Indians and whites
often took to streams to hide their tracks, but on coming
they had not thought it possible that the whole band of
Indians had gone that way.
Anyhow, it was so close to the settlement that it seemed
\J;J.ardly possible that they had turned that way.
Wild and his partners now made a diligent search.
In less than ten minutes they found evidence of horses
having passed up the stream.

Wild was elated.
"It is too bad we did not take tpis course before," he
said. " But I'll admit that I had no idea that the redskins
would turn this way. Why, they are 1·ight in the center
of a tract that is surrounded by settlements and towns.
Weston lies right over vonder."
"But it's ther other side of Short Range, though, an' that
makes it seem a good ways," spoke up Charlie.
"Well, boys, now that we've found the trail, you can halt
here and get something to eat, if you like. We will have
no trouble in following the Indians in the dark now for the
trail is a broad one."
'
Our hero pointed to where the hoof-prints had leveled the
weeds and grass as he spoke.
Though pleased beyond measure at having found the
trail, the men were tired and hungry.
They did not need to be told twice to take a rest.
Th~y set about to gathering dry wood to build the fires
to boil the coffee and cook the meat they had with them.
In twenty minutes the camp was almost as though it had
been there for a day or more.
·
·
Wild took things easy.
·
He knew ~hat ~t wo~ld be better to s~eal upon the camp
of the ·redskm raiders m the dark than m the light of day.
;r'hat meant (hat there was no special hurry to get at it.
I'hat the Indians were not so very far- off he felt certain
Wild kn~w the country pretty we~!, and when he figured
that the wildest pa1·t of the mountam was but a few miles
distant he thought they must be hidden here.
"Boys," said he to Charlie and Jim, after they had eate11
their supper, "I have an ·idea that the redskin raiders are
not more than three or .four miles from here."
"That might be," answered the scout. "Ther chances a1·e
that they're up in ther rocks an' bushes over there."
He pointed the direction out and Jim nodded.
"That is right," he said. "It is certain that they have not
gone past any of the settlements. That makes it pretty
sure that they must be there somewhere."
"That being; the case, it would be a good idea for us to
go ahead and take a look around," suggested Wild. "If we
find that the redskins really are there we can find just how
they are situated and then come back and lead the men
th
ere."
"Jest say ther word an' we'll be off!" exclaimed the scout
"Well, I do say it, then. Get your horses ready."
·
Then he walked over to the center of the group of men.
"Boys," said he, "I ..,1 going out with my two partners
to fry and locate the· Indians. When we find where they
are we will come back. Be ready to move at a short notice, but wait here till at least one of us gets back."
This th ey agreed to do.
A few minutes later our three friends were riding along
over the plain trail left by the redskins.
It was very shallow and, for the most part, the bottom
They had not covered more than a mile when the moon
was on rather smooth rock.
· came up.
About twenty yards from the trail there was a bed of dry
Then they were able to see quite plainly in the spots
sand on the left bank of the stream.
where the trees were not very thick.
Young Wild West noticed several places where the water
Th
d 1
had been splashed upon this and then dried.
ey ro e a ong for about three miles and then the way
began to grow pretty rough and uneven.
"They went this way, boys!" he exclaimed, turning to
A 1·t 1 f h
the anxious men. "I am certain of it. T.7e will take the
I t,e art er on and Wild called a halt.
They listened.
chances of following the ~t:ream till we strike something."
Suddenly they heard the faint barking of a dog.
"I thought so," said our hero. "We are pretty close to
CHAPTER V.
them."
WILD IN THE INDIAN CAMP,
"fhey started ahead again, and in a few minutes the
barking of several dogs came to their ears.
Though the men Wf;lre pretty well tired out and hungry,
They were pretty close to t 'iem now, as they could easily
they did not object fn the least when Young Wild West understand.
said they would follow the stream and run the chances of
Wild called a halt again and then they dismounted.
finding something.
Throwing the bridle reins over the heads of the horses,
It would be more than half an hour before darkness set they left them standing in the bushes and proceeded cauin, and in that time they might find the trail of the Indians.
tiously ahead on foot.
Wild led the way, with Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
There was not a man in the whole Wild West who could
close to him.
beat either of the three in this kind of work.
All three were using their eyes for all they were worth.
Young Wild West was the equal of any Indian scout.
And, incidentally, they were keeping their ears open, too. 1 The barking of the dogs di& not bother him much; in fact,
When they had covered a trifle over half a mile, Wild sud- he was glad that they were barking before he got close
denly gave a nod of satisfaction.
enough to attract their attention.
Then he quickly dismounted.
• Slowly but surely the three made their way in the direc"What's ther matter?" called out Luke Lumps.
tion the noises came from.
"We've found what we've been lookin' fur so long," anPresently they caught the glimmer of a light through the
swered Cheyenne Charlie, who instantly saw what caused bushes, and then they knew just how close they were.
our hero to dismount.
"Come on," whispered Wild, as he gave a nod of satisfacThe marks from many hoofs could be seen in the soft tion. "Be on the lookout for the guards."
ground of the bank of the stream.
Charlie and Jim nodded.
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Two minutes later they had reached a point that was not
more than two hundred feet of the fire.
Then they saw other camp-fires smouldering here and
there and several teepees.
It did not take Young Wild West a minute to come to
the conclusion that there were more than fifty Indian braves
in the camp.
'
·
He figured that there were easily seventy or eighty.
There were more than fifty in plain sight.
Here and there a squaw could be seen, but the l.Qoks of
the place made it appear that there were but a few of them
there.
"The best thing for us to do is to split and go it singly,
boys," our hero said. "Or perhaps it would be better for
me to go ahead and see what I can find out. It may be
that I might get a chance to get the girl away from them.
If she is one of the kind who can help herself and keep cool,
I guess it can be done."
"All right. Just as you say," answered Dart.
"Well, you stay here, then. If I happen to get cau·g ht
you will know what to do."
Without _any further words, Young Wild West began
crawling upon the Indian camp.
When he was as close as he dared to go without being
discovered from that direction, he turned and began to skirt
it.
.
There was a high bluff on one side, and it was toward this
he made his way.
He could see the braves who were on guard walking up
and down in various places a short distance from the camp,
and he smiled.
They were not keeping a very strict watch, and he could
readily see it.
.
"They probably think they are pretty safe :here," he
thought. "Well, let them think that way; it is so much
the better for us."
Wild worked his way around gradually, and presently he
reached the foot of the bluff at a point about a hundred
yards from the center of the camp.
Then he began crawling toward it.
Twenty feet from the foot of the bluff a brave was walking back and forth, with a musket over his shoulder.
If he once got past him it would be an easy thing to get
right among the teepees.
\Vild meant to get past him, too.
He would do that if the redskin had to pay the death
prnalty for it.
Keeping a sharp watch on him, he crept forward.
There was , a scarcity of bushes right at the point where
he wanted to pass, but as the moon was hidden by the
trees he was in the shadow, and that gave him a chance.
Slowly but surely Wild crept along. ·
The guttural talk of the Indian braves in the camp, the
occasional cry of a papoose, and the barking of the gaunt
dogs sounded discordant enough.
But our hero paid little attention to the noises.
He was used to such.
Nearer and nearer he got to the place he was heading for,
which was a clump of trees right at the bluff.
He had passed the redskin on guard now, and he felt
that he was pretty sure of getting close enou~h to learn
where the young lady was kept.
Wild finally reached the clump of trees and then he got
himself in such a position that he was able to see over th,.e
entire camp.
He quite easily picked out the teepee of the chief.
It was more gaudily painted than the rest.
Before it sat the chief himself, and as our hero looked
sharp he recognized Crow Wing.
It was several months since he had seen him last, but
he could tell him.
Crow Wing had several of the more intelligent of his
band about him, among whom were Calf Liver, the young
chief who had captured Arietta and her two companions.
Wild concluded to get near enough to hear what was being said, for he could see that the redskins were holding a
sort of council.
As he was now inside the lines and right in the camp, it
would be a comparatively easy matter for him to get there.
Of course, he had to be very careful lest he should be
seen by any of the red fiends.
But the fact that they were entirely unsuspicious made
it nossible for him to succeed.
He worked his way slowly along and passed one teepee
after another.

When he was finally within thirty . feet of the group of
Indians he suddenly came upon a gaunt-looking dog that
was gnawing at a bone.'
The animal gave a savage growl and faced the daring
boy.
It was going to show fight.
Generally an Indian dog is a rank coward.
But this one seemed to be an exception.
Wild quickly drew his knife.
He did not intend to be bitten by the beast; neither did
he want it to be the means of making his presence known.
The dog gave another growl and then leaped forward to
grab him by the throat.
Thud!
The knife descended in a vital part of the dog, and it
rolled over in the agonies of death.
But it did some loud yelping before it gave up the ghost.
Instantly the redskins were attracted.
It was such an unusual noise for a dog to make that they
could not help noticing it.
Two or three of them started for the spot.
Young Wild West realized his clanger.
He must get away from 'the dog as quickly as possible.
Using all the tact and woodcraft that he was possessed of,
he crept from the spot.
He reached the shadow of the nearest teepee just as the
redskins found the dog.
One of them d1·agged the slain animal out into the light
and discovered that it had been stabbed to death.
He promptly gave the alarm, and then in less than a
second the whole camp was aroused.
The dog had met its death by a blow from a knife!
That was sufficient to make them think that. something
was wrong.
Wild knew he had not one chance in a thousand of getting away, so he resolved to do something desperate.
With the knife he had slain the dog with he cut a slit
in the teepee he was so close to, and then pulling the rent
aside, pushed himself in.
It was one of the luckiest moves he had ever made!
The teepee happened to be the one occupied by the female
captives.
A smothered cry came from some one as Wild entered
the teepee in such an unceremonious way, and he instantly
whispered:
"I am a friend!"
"Oh, Wild!"
An electric thrill shot through the boy's frame.
He could scarcely believe his senses.
"Arietta!" he gasped.
"Yes, Wild, we are here!" was the retort.
By a ~Teat effort he mastered the surnrise he felt.
"Remam perfectly still," he said. '1I must hide, for
the redskins may take a notion to come in here and look
for me."
Ten seconds later he had cove1·ed himself with a blanket and he lay listening to the excited Indians as they
searched about the camp.
CHAPTER VI.
THE DEAD DOG AND THE POWDER HORN.

Arietta, Anna and Eloise were placed in the teepee by
the redskins, and then the chief ordered the squaw to come
out and leave them there.
But a few minutes later Calf Liver came and asked them
if they would have something to eat.
\
"If you have some buffalo meat and corn cakes, fetch
them," Arietta answered. "We want no dog meat."
"Oh, you are going to eat the food the red demons prepare?" cried the white maiden they found in the teepee. "I
can't eat it! I have been starving myself."
.
"That is where .you are making a mis.take," Arietta answered. "You should eat to keep up youn strength. Now,
when the food is brought I want you to eat-do you hear?
Your name is Leigh, I suppose?"
"Yes, that is my name."
, "Well, just eat and keep up a good heart. It will not be
long before you are rescued."
"But," and the girl acted as though she was wondering
greatly, "how is it that you are here? You talk of me
being rescued, when you are a captive yourself."
"I know that. But Young Wild West will save us all.
He will not take me away and leave the rest of you here."
"Young Wild West, you say?"
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"Yes, Young Wild West, from Weston. A man came
there to get some one to help find you, and he came, along
with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
They will find us, never fear, and when they see that we are
here they will be much surprised."
While the young chief was gone after the food, Arietta
told Clara Leigh how it was that they had been captured by
the Indians.
Their presence there caused the girl to cheer up wonderfully.
She now felt there was a chance of her getting back to
her friends.
She started in to tell the story of her capture, but before
she got through with it Calf Liver came back with the
food.
He brought a liberal quantity of dried buffalo meat, some
roasted potatoes a nd corn bread.
This, with a jug of pure spring water and a couple of
gourds to drink from, would make quite a meal.
"Ugh!" grunted the chief, as he fastened back the flap,
so they could see good. "Now paleface maidens eat."
"Untie our hands and we will," retorted Arietta.
The young chief gave another grunt and promptly did so.
"You are not afraid of our getting away, are you?" went
1:tn the brave girl.
"There are enough of you around the
camp to keep us from doing that, I should think."
"Indians no afraid paleface maidens get away," replied
Calf Liver, and then he laughed as though the idea was
preposterous. This made Arietta more hopeful than ever.
She had the revolver in the bosom of her dress that she
always carried when she went out and she meant to use it
if it became necessary.
The young chief did not wait to see whether they ate
or not, but went out and reported what he had done to Crow
Wing.
·
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The girls talked on in this way until suddenly they heard
the death-cry of a dog.
Then there was great confusion in the camp,
They remained still and listened.
It struck Arietta that help was at hand.
What was her surprise a few seconds later, then, when
the back of the teepee was cut open and Young Wild West
crawled in!
The brave girl recognized his voice the instant he spoke.
When he had been hidden under the blankets she was the
happiest girl in the whole Wild West.
She was now confident that they would make their escape.
But it would not do to question Wild just now.
The redskins were going about with great earnestness
now.
They were trying hard to find the person.. who had killed
the dog.
In about five minutes who :ihould come .o the teepee but
Crow Wing.
He carried a burning brand in his· hand and he thrust
it inside the teepee and looked around.
The girls were huddled together on the blankets, apparently in a state of terror.
"Waugh!" grunted the chief.
Neither of them made a reply.
"What paleface maidens do?" he asked.
"Are you going to let us go back to the palefaces in the
town?" questioned Arietta, putting on a tone of voice that
was partly pleading, partly defiant.
Instead of making a reply, Crow Wing pulled down the
flap and left them in darkness.
All hands felt relieved.
Meanwhile, the confusion in the camp did not abate any.
It kept up for easily fifteen minutes.
Then it began to gradually die out.
"Now," said Arietta, "I want you girls to eat-eat all you
'l'he redskins were plainly much puzzled over the death
can, too. Though the teepee is well guarded, we 1!1-ay be able of the dog.
.
~o get a,yay from here before ~o-morro': mornmg. !here
A couple of them set about to skinning the carcass.
is no _t!j!llmg what YC?U ca n do ~ill you tiy, you know.
The dog had been killed in a manner that was mysterious
Actmg 0;1 her advice, they did ~at.
.
to them, but that was not going to keep them from eating it.
Clara Leigh, who . had been . denymg herself of food smce
Indians are very fond of dog meat.
she had been a captive, devoured the meat and bread almost
Crow Wing ordered the animal to be roasted.
raven'?usly.
.
d h
Then he meant to let his council have a feast of it, while
Copwus draughts of wa~r from the .Jug washe t e food they talked over the wonderful death of the dog.
down and made her feel like a new bemg.
But the whole camp was aroused, and there was not a
. There was but little of _the food left when a squaw came redskin there who was not on the lookout for danger now.
m to· take away the. remams.
.
Young Wild West knew it would not be good policy to
She looked surpnsed when she saw how well they had attempt to leave just now.
taken to the provender.
.
.
He was pretty certain that his two partners would soon
T~ere were plenty of bl_a;1kets m the teepee, a nd th e girls realize that he was in the Indian camp, however, and then
sat m as comfortable positions as they could.
they would be apt to go back and get the men and make an
They could see from the opening in the front of the attack.
teepee that two braves were guarding it.
Till then he must wait.
That made it hnpossible for them to go out.
Arietta had taken a position on the ground close to his
The minutes flitted by and soon it became dark.
head.
The moon came up and shone through the opening upon
"Wild," whispered she, "what is to be the next move?"
them.
"I can't say just yet, little one," he answered. "Why,
But in the light it made they could see that the guards you are not getting tired of having me here with you, are
had been doubled.
you?"
There were four 1·edskins watching the teepee now, instead
"Oh, it isn't that! I am getting tired of staying here,
of two.
though. It is not possible that we could run out and make
"It won't do to try to get away yet," said Arietta, in a a break through the darkness, is it?"
low tone. "We must make our captors think that we h~ve
"We could do it, Et, but we would most surely be shot
no such notion. We must wait, and it may be that Young or caught. The redskins are just wrought up to the pitch
Wild West will come to our rescue with a band of men at that they would shoot to kill at the very first move we
his back. Then, if a fight starts, we can take the opportu- made."
nity to leave and try to join the attacking party." .
"I suppose that is so. Well, tell me to do something. I
"You are a wonderful girl," remarked Clara Leigh.
don't like to sit idly here."
"I don't think I ~m wonderful. · I have learned to be cool
"Well, then, hunt about the teepee and see if you can find
under trying circumstances, that's all."
anything that would be of assistance to us. There may be
"Who taught you to be cool?"
some weapons here that we could use."
·
"Young Wild West."
"I never thought of that. But I have my revolver-the
"Is he a brother or relative of yours?"
one I always carry, you know."
"No."
"Yes, but that is only enough for your own use."
"He will be her husoand some day," spoke up Anna, who
"Well, I. will. soon find out if there is ~nything here.'was now nearly as calm and collected as Arietta was.
The danng girl began to make a search of the teepee.
"Oh no wonder she patterns after him, then. I have
Whispered exclamations of satisfaction soon came from
a love~, too."
her lips. · "What have you found, Et?" Young Wild West
"So has Eloise," Anna assured her. "I have a husband." asked as she came to him.
"My lover is named Frank Fell, and I am sure he will
;;A knife and a powd_er-h_orn," was the repl:r,.
never give up until he finds me."
Good! Is there anythmg m the powder-horn?
"That is good! I think we stand a good show to make · ".Yes, it seems to be full."
our escape."
"Well, it might be the means of helping us get away from
"I feel hopeful."
here."
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"How, Wild?"
"I don't just know. But it strikes me that it might."
"Just tell me what I shall do with it, then."
"Give it to me. The rest of you get close to the flap
and listen, so if any one comes you can let me know, and I
can get under the blanket."
Arietta passed poth the powder-horn and knife to him.
Wild had no idea what he was going to do wjth the powder. But he crept softly to the slit he had made in the
teepee on entering and pered out.
.
The first sight that his eyes rested upon was the Indians
preparing the dead dog for roasting.
They were going to put it on the fire while the animal
heat yet remained in it.
It so happened that there was a running stream right near
the teepee, and as Wild watched the two redskins, who were
preparing the delicate morsel, he saw them pick it up and
start for the stl'eam, evidently for the purpose of washing it.
He forgot all about the powder-horn he held in his hand
as he watched them, and it never occured to him that he
could connect it with the dog.
But two minutes later h e was hit with a sudden idea.
The two braves had just rinsed off the carcass when they
were called by the chief.
Tliey placed the dog on a pile of leaves not more than
six feet from the teepee and hastened to answer the call.
Then Young Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction and
qu:ckly crawled through the opening.
He took the risk of going right to the carcass of the dog.
He r eached it, too, without being observed, and then he
very quickly inserted the powder-horn inside the opening
that had been made to remove the offal.
It was all done very quickly, and he got right back into
the t eepee.
"What have you been up to, Wild?" asked Arietta, anxiously.
"Been stuffing the dog for the redskins," he answered.
"What?"
"Yes, I put the powder-horn inside it. Just wait till they
put it on the fire!"
"Oh!"
"There won 't be much left of it when the blaze strikes
the powder, I'll bet!"
"And when it does?"
"We \ Vill try to get away in the confusion that follows."
"Oh, oh!"
The girls were deli"'hted a;1d more hopeful than ever.
The chief soon told the two braves what he wanted, and
then more wood was placed on one of the fires and they came
for the carcass.
Five minutes later it was spitted and placed over the
flames.
Then our friends waited anxiously.
The burning wood crackled, and the dog began sizzling.
Those chosen to take part in the feast were gathered in
a circle ~bout the firde. ·
Ten mmutes passe_ .
Then a loud explos10n rang out and a burst of flame shot
rd
upwa -

There was no answer, and a deathly silence followed.
Our two friends realized that they had made a mistake.
They held their weapons ready, for they thought it must
be an Indian prowling about.
But the next instant they found out differently.
"I'm a friend!" came from ,the darkness in a low whisper.
''Come on, then, an' show yourself," answered Charlie.
There was a slight rustle and then the figure pf a man
appeared.
Then neither spoke a word for the space of several seconds.
Jim finally broke the silence.
.
"We are waiting for our partner, who has gone close to
the camp to find out how the land lies," he said.
"Yes? Well, I am Frank Fell, an' I'm <loin' my best to
find a way to git a young lady ther Injuns has got in their
camp."
"Ah, we heard about you. We are here on that same errand. We have been searching all day for the trail of the
redskins with a party of men from Hog Back. They are
camped a couple of miles back on the bank of the creek."
"I'm very glad to hear that. Shake, pards!"
Frank Fell put out his hand and Charlie and Jim shook
with him.
Then they quickly told him who they were, and that Young
Wild West would surely be able to rescue the girl if any
one could.
"I hope he does," was the ,r eply. "I couldn't see it to take
the risk of gittin' caught by ther redskins. Then I would
have been worse off than ever if that had happened. I had
just about made up my mind to go back to ther settlement
an' git a gang to come here an' help me, fur it looks to !lle
as though ther red varmints intend to st..,,y here a while.
I had an awful time findin' where .they was, but I .stuck to
it till I did."
d
"So did we have a har(i time findin' ther trail," answere
Jim.
The three were far eno~gh away from the nearest guard to
be safe from being seen or heard, so long as they conversed
in low whispers and did not make any unusual noise. T.hey
r~ached a point where they could get a better view and then
anxiously waited for Wild to appear.
But they could no.t see wp.at he did, or even c.a tch a glimpse
of him -when he crept out of the teepee and placed the powder horn in the dressed dog.
"They are gittin' ready to have a feast, I reckon," observed Frank Fell.
"Yes, I wonder what ther measly coyotes are about, anyway?" retorted Charlie.
"It was a dog that 1<hey killed, I think," said Jim. ''There
w.as quite a time when the animal gave his death yelp."
"Roast dog is what they're goin' to have, you kin -b et on
it," averred the scout.
They watched the proceedings with no little interest, for
it seemed rather strange that the Indians would participate
in a feast just then.
"They must be celebratin' ther capture of ther young
I lady," remarked Fell, after a .pause.
Then he shrugged his shoulders, and rem1;tined silent.
CHAPTER VII.
It was galling to the young man, for he was deeply in love
with pretty Clara Leigh.
THREE SUCCEED IN ESCAPING.
But he was a sensible soit of a young man, and quite cool
We must now return to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, un·der certain conditions.
whom we left waiting in sight of the Indian camp while
There was only one way to do just then, .and he knew it.
Young Wild West went on his tour of investigatio.n.
That was to wait until Young Wild West joined his waitThe · two waited long and anxiously.
ing companions.
·
When they observed the commotion that occurred when
All three of the hiding watchers were looking straight at
the dog was slain they expected to every second hear sho<?t- the fire when the explosion took place.
ing, for they naturally thought that our hero had been disIt was very startling to them, but Char i· , and Jim incovered.
stantly came to the conclusion that Wild wus at the bottom
But when they found that no such thing happened, and of it.
saw the preparations to cook the dog, they marvelled greatly.
"Great Jupiter!" cried Frank Fell. "Whatever does that
What had happened to Wild?
mean?"
That was the question they asked themselves.
"!t means that we've got to be ready to do somethin' !"
Just as they had made up their minds to go a little nearer
the scout. "Young Wild West done that. Ah!"
to the Indian sentinels, so they I could get a better view of exclaimed
At that very instant they beheld five forms running towhat was going on, they heard a slight noise in the bushes.
ward them.
"lt is Wild coming back," Jim whisperea.
They were Young Wild West and the girl captives.
"Yes " nodded the scout. "Maybe he's got ther gal with
The -instant th_e explosion took place our hero gave the
him. There's no tellin' what he's been able to do."
Nearer came the sounds, and presently they were con- word for them to make a break to get out of the camp.
Every xedskin there was hastening toward the scene of
scious of the fact that some one was right near them.
the explosion, and it certainly was a chance for them.
Then Dart took the risk of whispe.ning:
"Thunder!" ejaculated Cheyenne Charlie, as he .recognized
"Is that . you, Wild?"
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Then Charlie and Jim dismounted, to reconnoiter.
his wife as one of the fleeing ones. "Am ,1 dreamin', or
They approached the place cautiously.
what?"
Not a sound beyond the chirping of the crickets and the
"Eloise and Arietta and Anna, as I live!" cried Jim.
ears. ,
"An' Clara Leigh is with 'em!" added Frank Fell grip- occasional cry of a night-bird reached their
'
Not even the barking of the mongrel curs that belonged
ping his rifle tightly.
Even as he spoke half a dozen of the Indians broke from to the camp came to their ears.
The scout shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
the crowd and started after the fugitices.
"What does it mean, Jim?" he asked.
Fell raised his rifle to his shoulder.
"It means," was the answer, as Dart pushed aside a bush
Crack!
and peered into the darkness ahead, "that the birds have
One of the red demons dropped.
The echoes of the report had not died out when Charlie flown! Charlie, the redskins have left the spot."
"Thunde1°!"
and Jim opened fire.
"They have gone, and have taken Wild and Arietta with
They kept shooting as fast as they could eject the empty
·
them."
shells and pull the triggers.
"Sure as you're born, they have!"
. The Indians dropped right and left, but the rest now real"Come on, boys!" called out Jim. -"The Indians have
ized what was taking place, and they came after our hero
skipped out! We must find their trail and follow them."
and the girls in a regular swarm.
The men were ready and willing.
" "W,here's your horse?" asked the scout, turning to Fell.
They followed their leaders through the bushes and around
You II have to take one of 'em with you."
.
camp.
"He's right over there," was the reply, and the young the rocks until they were all in the deserted
In their hasty flight the redskins had left a couple of their
man darted off in the bushes.
teepees standing.
Crack!
But that was all there was to show that they had been
Wild was covering the retreat of the girls, and firing as
there, save the bodies of those who had fallen under the fire
he ran behind them. ·
of our friends.
On they came, running at the top of their speed.
Cheyenne Charlie was dismayed.
Our hero was directing them the right way.•
"This is worse than ever,'' he exclaimed .
. Whe~ they were within a hundred feet of Charlie and
But he set about to find the trail in a resolute manner.
Jim Anetta caught her fo ot in a bush, and fe ll heavily to
He found, however, that the ground was so rocky and hard
the ground.
the north end of the bluff that no tracks could be made
at
on.
came
rest
the
and
her,
assist
to
· Wild stopped
.
It was a VE:l'Y unluc~y accident that happened to Arietta, upon it.
After they had satisfied themselves that there was no trail
for the purs:urng redskms were very close at the time.
way.
Befo1·e Wild could get her upon her feet again they were in any other direction they started that
But that way meant almost an'./ way, since the country
upon them;
arid plain right there.
"Go on!" Charlie and Jim heard our hero shout. "Get branched out in an almost
The redskin raiders might have gone to the right or left
away! If you stop now you will all be caught!"
or straight ahead.
They acted on his advice.
Unless they were lucky our friends would be compelled to
They managed to reach their horses and get the girls
search over a space of almost a mile square before they could
u.pon them.
in the search.
Then they dashed away in the darkness in the direction possibly hamper themhowever,
Charlie and Jim set themNothing daunted,
of the camp on the creek.
As the Indians had been pursuing the escaping captives selves to thenottask.
mean to close their eyes in sleep until they
They did
on foot they had a good start, and once they were mounted
found Young Wild West and Arietta.
they easily got a big lead on them.
Afte11 an hour's search they suddenly found the trail.
'.l'h,ey had not gone very far when the scout noticed that
It led off to the southwest, right in the direction of tne.
Wilds horse was not with them.
"'
Express trail.
"Spitfire is waitin' for his master !" he cried. "It's t oo old Ponyonce
more arose in the breast of Wild's two brave
Hope
bad that Arietta fell just then."
partners.
;;Go bac,k and save th~m, Charlie!" cried Anna.
"It's a case of do 01· die!" declared the scout, grimly.
It wont do_, gal,',' he answered. "We'll git you fo lks to "Them
Injuns have got to be caught, an' they'll all go una place of safety, an then we'll come back an· git 'em. Don't
der afore I let up on 'em! Young Wild West is ther best
tell me how you come to be there now; wait!"
got, an' I'll die tryin' to save him, if it has to
Th~ horses were galloping along like mad now, with Frank friend I've
be that wav!"
Fell m the lead.
The men- gave a cheer.
The young man had his sweetheart on the horse ~ith him
Ch~yenne Charlie's devotion to his friend was so marked
and he was elated over it.
1t affected them greatly.
that
purof
signs
no
as
and
rapidly,
'.!'he ground was covered
gowas
escape
the
that
felt
all
~umg hoofs were heard, they
'fl
mg to be a success.
CHAPTER VIII.
It was not very long before they reached the camp of the
TO THE SETTLEMENT.
BACK
.
waiting men.
very much worried at the way
were
Eloise
and
Anna
and
steed
his
in
reined
he
as
Fell,
Frank
cried
"Hooray!"
recognized the men from the settlement. "I said I was not things had turned out.
They almost wished that none of them had succeeded in
coming back without Clara, an' I reckon I've kept my word!"
A resounding cheer went up from the rough but honest getting away from the camp of the Indians.
Arietta had been the one to keep them full of hope until
bordermen.
Young Wild West came, and now she was a prisoner, as well
Frank Fell was looked upon as a hero just then.
·
"We got ther gal all right,'' said Cheyenne Charlie, when as her dashing young lover.
It was too bad!
the cheering subsided, "but we left Young Wild West in
"I do hope they will soon get Arietta and Wild,'' said
ther clutches of the redskins. Boys, somethin' has got to be
Eloise a few minutes afte1· the party left. "If they don't
did!"
"His sweetheart is there, too!" added Jim Dart. "Get succeed in doing it very sqon I feel that the Indians will
kill Wild. What would Arietta's fate be then? It is horready for a ride to the Indian can~p, men!"
rible to think about!"
They were not long in getting ready.
"That is so,'' assented Anna. "But don't get to thinking
Used to the saddle, as they were, they had their horses
that way Eloise. Just keep on hoping that they will soon
equipped and were mounted in a jiffy.
It was dcided that Clara Leigh's father, Frank Fell and ' have the~ both free."
Clara Leigh was so happy that she gave little thought to
Julius Lucifer, the darky, should remain at the camp with
the handsome, golden-haired girl who had done so much to
tne rescued girls.
The rest rode off under the lead of Cheyenne Charlie and cheer her in the teeoee.
She was with he1: lover now, and little else came into her
Jim Dart.
mind.
Our friends were bound that no time should be Jost.
But there was an excuse for her, probably.
They made good time in going back, and soon they were
She talk ed away with Frank Fell, while her fat.hP.1' .,,,+
in the vicinity of the redskins' cam .
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"An' thar skin will come in mighty handy fur ther winbefore the. dying embers of the fire and tried to keep up a
ter," added Leigh.
conversa~ion with Julius Lucifer, the darky.
"That's right, dad!"
But this was a hard thing to do, since the darky was inClara blushed and the rest smiled.
clined to go asleep.
The young hunter was starting in early to call the ma~
"You'd make a poor guard, I reckon," observed Leigh, as
dad.
he ?,ave Julius a sharp dig in the ribs.
But Leigh did not seem to mind it.
"\Iha' dat?" gasped the darky, starting as though he had
"Lend a hand here, you black rascal!" he said to the
been shot.
you'll keep awake now. Jest git hold of
"Don't go to sleep. Suppose some of the Indians should darky. "I_ reckon turn
him over."
help
an'
snout
his
fine
a
be
You'd
come along and we were to git in a fight!
"I take hold of de tail, but not de snoot," retorted Julius.
one to lend a hand, wouldn't you?"
"I ain't goin' to 'low de bear to git de least chance to bite
"I'se all right, boss."
me."
"You won't be putty soon, I reckon. You'll--"
"A dead bear can't bite, you fool."
At that instant a low growl came to their ears.
"You done can't tell about dat, boss. I'se '11 take de tail
Every one but the darky knew what it was.
A bear had sneaked up close to the camp, probably with end."
He stuck to his declaration , and assisted them to turn the
the expectation of finding something to eat.
heavy carcass the way they wanted it.
Leigh and Frank Fell were on their feet instantly.
"Now you jest keep a sharp watch out," said Frank Fell.
Julius Lucifer also got up and made for a tree.
out for danger while we
He did not know it was a bear that had made the noise, "We will leave it to you to look
but he concluded that it was something very dangerous, skin ther bear."
"All right, boss. You kin bet dat I don' go to sleep ag'in
anyhow. ·
dis night."
He went up the tree :with remarkable quickness.
The bear was soon relieved of its pelt, and then the two
He had barely got above the lower branches when a yell
men worked away and soon had the hams cut off and some
left his lips and down he came.
of the best parts of the meat in shape to be conveyed to the
_
A limb had broken with him.
Fortunately , it was not so very far from the ground, and ' settlement.
This done, they set in to carrying the remains away from
when he struck he landed on all fours, so he was not much
the camp.
hurt.
Julius was prevailed upon to lend his assistance, and it
It was _just at that moment that a big cinnamon bear ambled out of the bushes and stood aggressivel y facing the was soon done.
Then all hands sat down to wait.
fire.
But they had a long wait ahead of them.
As the negro scrambled to his feet he ran plump into the
The hours glided by and there was no sign of the men
'
bear.
There was a savage growl, and the bear shut to with his coming back.
The men rigged µ]_'.) a sort of bower from the limbs of a
huge paws.
tree and some cedar brush and the girls went in it and lay
"Ow-wow! , Save me, marsars! Save me!" yelled Julius.
.
down.
Both Leigh and Fell :were quite experienced hunters.
.
But Anna and Eloise could not sleep.
- They leaped forward very quickly and got their rifles to
worried about Arietta and her dashmuch
They were too
bear on Bruin.
lover.
Leigh aimed just below the fore-should er and Fell got ing young
The long night dragged itself away and the sun arose.
'
a bead on the creature's head.
Pale and worn and with faces drawn from their worriCrac-c-c-ck!
and loss of sleep, Arietta's friends came out and took
ment
one.
as
sounded
almost
reports
two
The
around the camp.
look
a
emits
in
darky
the
clutching
still
Down went the bear,
Leigh was doing duty as guard, but the rest were yet
brace.
asleep.
Over and oveI'it rolled in the throes of death.
"They ain't showed up yet," said the man. "I don't
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with her, and when they heard the story of what had happened they showed their sympathy.
The credit for the girls' escape was given to Young Wild
West, as a matter of course.
Frank Fell did not attempt to make any claim to it.
But he was proud to assert that he had kept his word
when he declared that he would not come back to the settlement without the girl.
Since the searching party had started out on the morning
before those who had remained at Hog Back had been doing
considerable work.
They had cleared away the debris of the two burned
cabins and started the erection of new ones in their place.
Logs had been cut and placed in position, and it would
only be the question of a very short time before the settlement looked the same as it had before the visit of the Indian raiders.
Anna and Eloise were treated with all the kindness imaginable.
But they were far from being happy.
It was not until they saw half a dozen determined men
mount and set out to find the party that had start~d to rescue Young- Wild West and Arietta that they felt easier.
Julius Lucifer, the sleepy darky, insisted i:m going with
the men, though both Leigh and Frank Fell declared that
he was of no earthly use.
Frank Fell was the sort of young man who does not forget a g_ood turn.
He was leading the party, and it was his desire to get
Young Wild West from the Indians.
He had only caught a glimpse of him the night before
when he was helping the girls to get clear of the carrnp,
but that was enough to convince him that the boy was a
wonder.
He had heard of the daring exploits of the Prince of the
Saddle, as he had often heard him called, and he was a
great admirer of him.
"Boys, I reckon ther redskins have got to be cleaned out,
an' if our friends ain't done it already we'll lend a hand in
<loin' it. Young Wild West ain't goin' to go under if I kin
help it."
"Hooray!" yelled the men.
Julius, the darky, seemed very anxious to find the Drosts.
"I hope dey don't go an' git killed," he said to one of the
men, who seemed to be inclined to talk to him.
"Oh, they'll be all right," was the reply. "Say, how did
you like ther huggin' ther bear give you last night?"
"I didn't like it, boss."
"You didn't hey?" and the man chuckled. "I reckon
you didn't though. I had a bear tackle me onct, an' I didn't
like it myself."
"No, boss."
Presently they all got at him, and Julius was kept busy
answering questions about the bear.
·
In this way the ·men amused themselves until they finally
reached the place where the Indian camp had been.
Then they were puzzled, as Charlie and Jim had been the
night before, to find the trail.
But it was now daylight, and they soon did find it.
Then they pressed on to find out what had become of
their friends.
CHAPTER IX.
ARIETTA'S LEAP FOR LIFE.

The redskins came upon Young Wild West in such numbers that he was quickly overpowered, in spite of anything
he could do.
·
The mishap caused by Arietta's fall had changed the
whole aspect of affairs.
As enraged as they were at what had taken place, the
Indians did not offer to kill the daring boy.
They simply bound him hand and foot and dragged him
back to the camp.
"Never mind, Et," he called out to his sweetheart, -as
she was deposited on the ground beside him. "We'll get
out of this yet."
"All right, Wild," she answered. "I haven't given up
yet."
·
Two braves, with drawn revolvers, were left to guard
them, and then the rest proceeded to •break up the camp. ·
Crow Wing had given the order to leave the place at
once.
Wild was a little surprised when he saw what was in the
wind . .
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He knew that Crow Wing was a very wily Indian, but he
had thought that the red scoundrel would remain there and
fight it out with the men from -the settlement.
But this he was not going to do.
The redskins worked quickly, and in a very short space
of time they were ·ready to quit the place.
Wild was tied securely UP.on the back of a horse, and then
Arietta was treated in a hke manner.
The two animals were then hitched together, so one
would ·have to go where the other led, and the whole band
set out, squaws, papooses, dogs and all.
They went on the run, too, for Crow Wing was anxious to
get to some other place where they could remain in hiding
for a few days.
Our hero was very glad ,that he was kept so close to his
sweetheart.
It eased his chafing to be free, somewhat.
But he could not help thinking that the Indians were
performing quite a smart trick.
"Et," said he, "they mean business, from the word go!
They don't mean that we shall get away from them."
"It seems not," replied the girl.
"And Charlie and Jim are going to have lots of trouble
in finding the trail, for I can tell by the sounds of the unshod hoofs of the horses that we are going over very hard
ground. It may be that they will not find the trail until
daylight, and by that time there is no telling how far we
will be."
"But they will come in time-I feel sure of it," answered
the brave girl. ·
"Oh, I think we will get away all right, Et. Don't think
that I do not."
It was not until along about midnight that the Indians
came to a halt to give the horses a rest.
Then it was that Crow Wing came up to have a look at
the prisoners.
The villainous old chief was not aware that Young Wild
West, his old enemy, was the male prisoner.
And when he saw him and recognized him he gave a
start, such as the stoical redman seldom gives.
"Ugh!" he cried. "Young Wild West!"
"Yes, Crow Wing, it is me," was the calm rejoinder.
"Crow Wing glad."
"I suppose you are. But let me tell you something:
Don't you know that you are making the biggest mistake of
your life in the way you are acting? You had better set
me and the young lady free at once. Then you should hurry
back to the reservation and throw down your arms. If
you keep on the way you are going it will only ·b e a few
days before you are shot by the soldiers: The palefaces are
as thick as the grass and they who whipped the great Sitting Bull will surely defeat you."
"Ugh! No soldiers here. Sitting Bull no whipped. He
fight some more; Crow Wing help him, and the palefaces
shall fall like corn before the sickle. This is the land of the
redman; it is his hunting-grounds, and the palefaces who
come to . it must die! Young Wild West shall die at the
stake as soon as the light comes in the east! Crow Wing
has spoken!"
"It is Crow Wing who will die before the setting of another sun!" spoke up Arietta, in a calm and steady voice.
"I can read his fate in the stars!"
"Waugh!" exclaimed the chief, in a tone that was half.
disgust, half-surprise. "Paleface maiden shut up; she will
be the squaw of Crow Wing. Then she work in the field and
nurse his papooses."
With that he stalked away to his horse that was nibbling
at the short_grass. · ·
If Arietta and Wild could have seen the ugly gleam that
shot from a pair of dark eyes just then they would have
·w ondered somewhat.
The young chief known as Calf Liver had heard the remark of Crow Wing, and he was not pleased.
He had set his heart on making the golden-haired girl
his squaw, and he was going to have her, even if he had
trouble with his chief.
·
The flame that had sprung up in his breast could hardly
be called love.
But whll.tever it was it was stron·g.
Calf Liver was going to have the paleface maiden; he ha<i
sworn it to him15elf.
·
From that time until daylight he kept a watch upon the
older chiEM' to see that he did not go too near the girl.
The young chief had learned to hate Crow Wing now, and
it would be woe to him if he dared to insult Arietta.
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As the first signs of day showed in the east the redskins
put on a faster gait.
Five minutes later one of those ahead came riding back
with the information that two settlers' cabins were less than
half a mile before t hem.
Crow Wing gave a nod of pleasure when he heard this.
"Good!" he exclaimed. "We bur n cabins and kill and
scalp men and women; we are on the warpath, and the palefaces all must die. Then Young Wild West shall be burned
at the stake, and the paleface girl will go to the teepee of
Crow Wing as his squaw."
This was not pleasing to the ears of the two captives.
Several times Wild had str uggled to free himself, but it
·
was utter ly useless.
He remained perfectly still now, thinking hard to find a
way to,get out of the scrape . .
In a few minutes the r edskins reached the cabins.
But there was not a living being there.
The settlers ha d fled, probably because they had heard
that the red demons were raiding every place t hey came to.
Of course, they were disappointed, but when Crow Wing
gave the wor d to set the t wo buildings on fir e they felt better.
Near the shanty log st ructures wa s a sort of shaft, showing that the occupants of the cabins must have been miners
trying to wrest some of the riches from the bowels of mother
earth, which t hey thought to be there.
Between the sha nties and t his opening a post was driven
in the ground, evidently for the purpose of attaching chains
or ropes to in the process of hauling up the dirt as it was
dug loose. As they halted a t the spot, and the braves set
about to fire the shanties, or make r ea dy, when the chief
gave the word, Crow Wing order ed Young Wild West to be
bound to the post with his ba ck towar d the cabins.
.
This was quickly done.
The rascally chief was nothing if not original in his way
of doing things, and he began to t hink of a way that would
put his young pr isoner in the grea test of agony.
Physically he !mew the boy was able to stand any test that
a redman could be put to and come out a live.
He knew that worrying was the worst s r t of agony under
certain conditions.
"Crow Wing, you will be sorry if you burn me," Wild said,
as he gazed coolly at the ugly painted visage of the savage.
"You had better let us go; it is the only way you can save
yourself."
"Ugh!" was the reply, and then the chief's face lighted
up, for he had just thought of something that would be apt
to tantalize the boy.
Walking to the edge of the pit , he peered down into it.
It was probably twenty f eet in dept h, and ther e was water
in it, showing, after all, tha t it had been abandoned.
Crow Wing gave a nod and then called for the best jumper
,
he had in his party.
An athletic young buck stepped forward, wondering what
the chief wanted of him.
"Run and jump over," was the command given him.
The buck stepped back a few paces, and then ran forward
and made the leap.
He went over gracefully, and landed on the other side a
couple of feet from the edge.
Crow Wing smiled approvingly.
Then he called one of the older braves and told him to try
the jump.
The redskin hesitated, but an ugly frown from his chief
made him obey.
He ran forward with all his might, and leaped into the air.
But he could not jump as well as the younger brave, and
his toes just touched the other side.
Down he went into the pit, his body striking the water
with a splash.
But he was not much hurt, the water having broken his
fall, and he was quickly hauled to the top by means of a
couple of lariats.
Wild was wondering what this was all for.
But he soon found out.
Crow Wing now stalked up to him and said:
"Young Wild West want to go free?"
"Yes," was the retort.
"Well, if paleface maiden jump over hole he can go free,
and she go with him. If she no jump over, then Young Wild
West die and she be squaw of Crow Wing."
·
Wild's face turned pale.
If he had been given the chance to leap over the pit he
It
knew he could do it.

But Arietta was a girl!
He thought she could not possibly make the leap.
He turned his eyes upon her, and saw that there was a
hopeful expression on her handsome face.
"Does the chief mean what he says?" she asked, looking
the old scoundrel squarely in the eyes.
"Ugh! The tongue of Crow Wing is straight," answered
the chief. "If the paleface maiden jumps over the hole she
and Young Wild West shall be given horses, and they shall
go back to their friends."
"Well, I will jump over the hole, then. Untie me!"
"Arietta!" gasped Wild.
"I will do it, Wild!" she exclaimed, her blue eyes flashing
in a determined manner. "It will be a heap for life, and I
will do it."
"But can ·y ou?"
"I will!"
"But few men could make that leap."
"That may be. But I must do it! One can do a great deal
when they must."
"But you stand a chance of losing your life in making the
attempt."
"That will be better than becoming the squaw of the uglylooking chief," answered the girl, resolutely.
Half a dozen of the braves stood by with lighted torches.
They had piled dry brushwood inside the cabins, and were
waiting the word to set them on fire.
The chief turned to them and told them to go ahead.
The next instant two columns of smoke went up.
The blaze leaped from the windows and looked awesome
in the dull light of the early morning.
But the black opening in the ground looked more than
awesome to A1·ietta.
There was something that was very forbidding about it ..
Young Wild West was as pale as she had ever seen him
look, and the. girl knew that he was suffering seve,re mental
torture.
"I am going to make the jump, Wild," she said, reassuringly. "I am quite an athlete, as you know, and just now
I am as strong as I ever was. I will do it, and then if the
chief keeps his word, your life will be saved."
"The tongue of Crow Wing is str aight," said the chief,
speaking up. "He does not tell lies, like the palefaces."
But it was plain that he had not the least idea that the
girl meant to take the leap.
He calculated that she would either balk or go down into
the water.
In the latter event he would send a brave .yith a lariat to
get her out.
Arietta was now set free and told to make the jwnp.
The light from the flaming shanties made the mouth of
the shaft look more forbidding than ever.
But Arietta did not hesitate.
As the chief gave the word she darted forward and made
the leap.
Wil!-1 remained perfectly silent.
CHAPTER X.
A CHANGE OF AFFAIRS .

High in the air Arietta went, her form drawn into the
position that a trained athlete uses in ma king a leap.
The redskins remained perfectly silent, and naught could
be heard but the crackling of the flames.
A thrill of joy shot through the frame of Young Wild
West as he saw the brave girl launch herself ,forward.
She was going to succeed in making the jump!
He knew it, for-Thud!
She landed on the other side, her heels just clea1·ing the
edge of the pit.
She swung her body forward and kept her balance, and
then ran lightly ahead.
Stoical as he was, the young chief, Calf Liver, could not
help uttering a cry o£ delight.
Then it seemed that Crow Wing found someone to vent
his surprise and anger upon.
He turned upon the young chief angrily.
"Why do you cheer the paleface maiden?" he demanded,
in his own tongue.
"Because I admire anyone who is brave and daring," was
the reply.
"The paleface maiden is to be my squaw, and Calf Liver
must not smile upon her," retorted the old chief, hotly.
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"Crow Wing gave his word that she should go free, and
that Young Wild West should go with her."
The old chief placed his hand on the hilt of his knife and
took a step toward Calf Liver.
The rest of the Indians stood still in their tracks. .
It was evident that they did not think any too much of
the old chief.
He ruled them with what might be termed a heavy hand.
In times gone by this might have done, but now they
wanted things easie1·.
Calf Liver was brave, daring, and liberal in his views.
lle had many friends among them.
The instant Crow Wing placed his hand on his knife they
knew there was going to be a fight to the death between them.
Young Wild West knew it, too.
Arietta, her face radiant with pleasure •and love for the
handsome yoµng fellow she had saved from death by her
daring leap; stepped up to him.
"They are going to fight, Wild," she said.
"Yes, little one," he -answered. "You are just the bravest
and best girl that ever lived. That was ~ wonderful leap you
made. I could not have done better myself."
"Yes, you could-you could have done much better ifi f --"
"If it was for your sake, little one."
"Yes, Wild, I believe you could."
"Well, untie me, Et. I am tired of b.,eing bound so I can't
move;"
She started to do as he said, but a couple of braves stepped
up and stopped her.
"Wait!" one of them said. "Palefaces no go yet."
"But the chief said he would keep his word," protested
Arietta.
"Palefaces wait!"
The redskin jerked a revolver from his belt and pointed it
at the brave girl.
She at once desisted and stood by the side of her lover.
Just then there came a clashing of steel.
Both the chiefs had drawn their knives and the fight between them was on.
As their knives came together the eyes of both shot around
as though looking for interference from the Indians.
·
But none came.
The braves and bucks looked on, not even commenting with
one another.
Clash ! Clash !
It was really fascinating to see those two sons of the
forest in that death struggle.
Each seemed to know that it was the paleface maiden they
were fighting for.
· The action of Calf Liver told plainly to the old chief that
he wanted her.
"Calf Liver shall die the death of a miserable prairie
dog!" Crow Wing hissed, as he made a vicious lunge at his
youthful antagonist.
"Calf Liver will not die," was the retort. "Crow Wing
shall die. He has treated his braves worse than dogs, ·and
his time has come to go to the Happy Hunting Grounds."
Then they cut and slashed away at each other, ducking
and parrying with such quickness and accuracy that neither
received a wound.
But that sort of work could not last long.
Presently the older chief succeeded in bringing the crimson tide from a thrust in the fleshy part of his opponent's
arm.
An exultant yell le:l:t his lips.
It was first blood for him, and it encouraged him greatly.
But it also taught Calf Liver to be more cautious.
He settled down and determined to tire Cr ow Wing out
before he made the thrust that would do the business.
Round and round they went, cirding this way and that,
all the while striking and parrying, their feet stamping the
ground as though beating time.
Gradually the older chief began to lose ground.
But his eyes blazed with the fury of a stag at bay, and it
was plain that he would never give up as long as he could
lift a hand.
1
Meanwhile his antagonist seemed to be growing stronger
and more aggressive every second.
"Crow Wing fights like a squaw," said he, tantalizingly.
"He had better commence to sing his death song."
T.he squaws and papooses had come up close to the fighting pair now, and they looked an with about the same interest they would have manifested in a dog fight.
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One of them, an ugly-loo1dng hag, was the wife of the
old chief, but the look that shone from her sharp black eyes
was not one of pity.
It was pla.i n that she would be better suited if he was
dead.
She had heard him declare that he was going to make the
paleface maiden his squaw, and that meant that she would
be made to slave it all the more.
Something like contempt curled her lip when she saw her
husband gradually losing ground.
Blood was flowing from cuts in both their breasts now,
but none of the wounds were deep enough to be dangerous.
Wild and Arietta were as much interested in the duel as
any of the rest now.
Somehow they felt that the result, no matter which way
it turned, would affect them.
For five minutes the contest kept up.
Then there was a quick move on the part of Calf Liver.
His knife lunged forward, there was a thud, and with the
first notes of the death song of the Sioux on his lips, Crow
Wing staggered backward.
Down he went to the ground, the 'victor standing over him
.
with folded rums.
There was a deep silence for the space of half a minute,
which was only broken by the cracking of the burning logs
of the shanties.
Then Calf Liver raised both his hands.
"Are my Ileople satisfied?" he asked.
There came a unanimous cry of approval.
"Calf Liver is your chief, then!" he said. "He will treat
his braves like men."
At this the squaw of the dead chief stepped forward and
took what she wanted from his person.
Then she procured a rude shovel and started to dig his
grave.
Others among the squaws came to her assistance.
Then the .braves broke into a war song and danced about
the conqueroT, who still stood where he had sent his opponent
,to his death.
This lasted about five minutes, and then at a word from
Calf Liver it broke up.
The victorious chief now walked up to Young Wild West.
"The paleface brave can go," he said. "But the maiden
must stay. Calf Liver wants her for his squaw."
· Arietta's face paled.
"I cannot be your squaw," she answered as coolly as she
could. "I have the word of Crow Wing that I am to go
free."
"Crow Wing is dead; Calf Liver chief now. Young Wild
West can go, but you stay."
Wild now conceived a plan of action.
"When will you make the paleface maiden your squaw,"
he asked.
"Not till two suns have come and gone. She must get
ready in that time. I will take her to a place where paleface
man never stepped. Then she be my squaw. She shall plant
.
the corn for me and sing to me when I am sad."
"Well, cut me loose. then!" exclaimed Wild, not even looking at Arietta. "I will go back to the palefaces."
Thbugh these words were somewhat startling to her, Arietta knew that her young lover was acting for the best.
"You will promise me that you will not make me your
squaw until two suns have come and gone?" she asked, turning to the chief.
"Yes, me no kiss paleface maiden until two suns have
come and gone," he answered.
"The tongue of Calf Liver is not crooked?"
"No, the tongue of Calf Liver is straight."
"Well, I want you to wait two days, then. I am not ready
to j:>e the squaw of anyone just now. If you live I will be
your squaw when two suns have come and gone."
"Good!"
The young chief now turned and cut the bonds of Young
Wild West.
"Go!" he exclaimed, pointing in the direction of the settlement. "Paleface boy with the long hair must walk! He
must have no knife; no pistol. Go!"
Wild managed to cast an assuring glance at his sweetheart, and then he started from the spot.
He did not look around until he had covered a distance o.f
two hundred yards, and then he saw that the Indians were
leaving the place.
"My only chance is to find Charlie and Jim," he muttered.
"I must follow the redskins and save Et."
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He started on a dog trot over the t r ail.
N eve_r once did the daring young deadshot think t hat he
was gomg to fail in getting his sweet heart from the redskins.
He had his liberty now, and it would not 'be long before
he would be hot on their tra il.
Wild ha d covered something shor t of a mile when he
suddenly saw a riderless horse coming.
He came to an abrupt halt.
If his eyes did not deceive him it was his sor rel he saw.
"It is Spitfire, sure enough!" he exclaimed. "My good
luck is keeping· up. 'Arietta shall be free before sunset."
Placing his fingers to his lips, he gave a whistle.
It was the call he used when he wanted his well-trained
steed to come.
The sorrel heard it, and pricking up his ea r s, he ca me
toward his ma ster on a swinging gallop.
"Hello!" cried our hero, as the faithf ul animal came to a
halt and gave a whinny of delight. "They couldn't keep old
Spitfire from finding me, could they?"
Then !1e proceeded to pat the horse on his glossy neck and
caress him.
This done, he turned and sa w tha t the . saddle ·w as on the
sonel just a s he ha d left it the night befo re.
But that was not all!
In striking out for the Indian ca mp on foot Wild ha d
hung his rifle over the pommel of the saddle, as he wa s wont
to do on such occasions.
There it was still, showing plainly tha t the stallion had
not laid down during the night.
There were sixteen shots in the r ifle, and when Wild took
it in his hands he felt like a new being.
"I guess Calf Liver will never live t o make Arietta his
squaw ·now!" he excla imed. " Spit fire, I guess I will get on
your back, old fellow."
As he was in the act of mou!).ting he hear d a fain shout
down the trail.
Then he turned and saw a body of horsemen coming.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Da rt wer e at their hea d.
He noticed that at the first glance.
Young Wild West leaped int o the saddle, and stood upright
in the stirrups, waving his hat.
He was so delighted tha t he could not help letting out a
yell of welcome.
It was answered with a rousing cheer.
Then he rode back and met them.
"Where's Arietta, Wild ?" Cheyenne Charlie ca lled out.
"About three miles from here," he answered. "But we
will soon have her now."
CHAPTER XL
WILD IN THE INDIAN CAMP AGAIN,

"Tell us all about it, Wild!" cried Jim Dar t , as he rode up
a nd caught our her o about t he neck in a hug of pur e joy at
seeing him alive and well.
"Well, we had a pret t y exciting t ime of it ," he answer ed,
and then he r elated a ll that had taken place since he last saw
them.
"So Crow Wing got his medicine, t hen," obser ve4f Cheyenne Charlie. "Well, that's good, t hough I did sorter have
a n idea that I was goin' t o be t her one t o down him."
"It must have been a gr eat fight between the two Indians,"
said Jeff Drost, who was very much interested in what Wild
had told them.
"It was as pretty an exhibition with hunting knives as I
have ever seen two redskins make," our hero assured him.
They were all heading for the still-smoking cabins now,
and when they reached them they halted long enough for
Wild to point out the mouth of the shaft that Arietta had
leaped over.
The majority of the men shook their hea ds.
It seemed wonderful to them that a gir l could accomplish
such a feat. ·
But they did not doubt Young Wild West when he told
·
them of it. ·
"It wa s a jump to save your life, was it?" queried Al
Drost, as he rode up until he got alongside Wild. "You ought
to be very proud of having such a sweetheart."
"Well, 1 certainly am proud," our hero answered. "I suppose you have a sweetheart, too, haven't you?"
"Well, to tell the truth, I have," and the young man
blushed. "I want to make enough money out here in the
West so I can go back to New Jersey and marry her some
day."

"Well, if you can't make money out here you can't do it
a nywhere. So just get in and hustle, after you make a good
start. A good start is everything, you know."
"Yes , I feel quite sure of that."
The .young man cast an admiring glance at the dashing
young Prince of the Saddle, and then added:
"If I was anything like you I guess I'd be bound to get
..
ahead in anything I undertook."
"Well, I don't know about that," was the laughing retort. "I have been pretty lucky, to be sure, but 1 have always
made it my motto to never give up."
"A good one. I am going to try and pattern after you.';
The horses of the entire party were pretty well tired out
by this time, and it was soon made apparent that they would
have to take a short rest.
This was ratlier galling to Wild, but there was no help
.
for it.
He knew that Spitfire was tired, as well as the rest of the
horses.
Still, there was a possibility of their overtaking the Indians before they ceivered many miles.
However , he gave the wor d to take a rest, and the men,
gla d to do so, made preparations to get some breakfast.
"Never mind, Wild," said Charlie. "I reckon ther Injuns
will have to take a rest to git somethin' to eat. They've
been ridin' all night, a s well as we have."
"That's so," and our hero brightened up. "I never thought
of that before. They haven't eaten anything since I have
been with them. Well, qon't hurry yourselves too much,
We'll catch them before night, and that is a sure
boys.
thing."
They remained there for the best part of an hour, and
t hen they ·had fed themselves, and the horses were in pretty
good shape again.
When they renewed the journey all hands were eager to
come in contact with the redskins.
" My ! But they must have been putting up an awful
gait ," said Jim Dart, when they had covered nearly ten
miles after the halt.
"Oh, they are heading for some good hiding place," answered Wild. "Calf Liver, the young chief, declared that he
was going to a place where a white man had never been."
" Well, he must not be allowed to get there."
" No! He will never get there. I have taken the chances
of coming away and leaving Arietta with them, and I will
never let up until she is saved."
"And that means the wind-up of the new chief." ·
"Very likely, unless he throws down his arms and surrender s."
They kept on untiringly until the sun began nearing the
line of the r ange of mountains to the west of them.
It wa s a wild place that they were riding through now,
but the trail was very plain.
Somehow, the redskin raiders were taking no pains to
conceal it.
But Wild was of the opinion that they were only waiting
until they r eached the hard, stony ground that must lay a
few miles beyond, according to the aspect of the country.
Lower and lower sank the sun.
E ven our hero thought it strange that they had not come
upon the Indians yet.
By and by the sun went down.
Just as it did the sharp eyes of Wild caught sight of a
thin column of smoke rising skyward.
"There they are!" he exclaimed, pointing it out to Charlie
and Jim.
Just then another column of smoke went up.
"You're right, Wild!" retorted the scout. "They're just
buildin' t hei r campfires, an' usin' mighty thin an' dry wood.
But it's all ther same now; we've got 'em."
The smoke was ascending from a dense growth of pines
over half a mile distant.
Our hero was very glad that it was getting dark, for that
would give them the opportunity to steal upon the redskins'
camp without being observed.
They rode on until they were near enough to smell the
smoke from the fires.
Then Wild called a halt and they dismounted.
"I am going to crawl up and locate things," he said.
"Charlie, you can come with me."
"And the rest of us will be ready to fight ther instant we
hear a shot fired," said Luke Lumps.
"Yes."
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Wild and Charlie left_ their horses with the rest, and
pro~ptly entered the woods.
The undergrowth was pretty thick, but they were used to
that sort of work and they got through in a noiseless fashion.
They crept closer and closer and presently they could see
.
·
the fires burning.
The redskins had halted in a little glen, where water and
grass for their horses was plenty.
_Huge clusters of rocks were here and there, making admirable places for them to lie behind and shoot in case they
~
were attacked.
It did not take our hero long to note these things.
"Charlie," he whispered, "it has got to be done by strategy, I guess. They would be able to mow us down if we
·
tried to rush them."
"Not if we got around to ther hill on ther other side," answered the scout. "Jest look over there! We could come
down like a tornado from there." .
"That is so. Well, I'll' tell you what you do. Just go back
and get the men around there upon the hill. Do it as quietly
as possible. While you are doing this I will try to find out
where Arietta is."
Charlie did not wait to be told twice.
He was off through the bushes and darkness immediately.
Then our hero tightened his belt, and with a determination to do or die, he crept toward the camp.
That the redskins had not been there long was plainly evident, for they were just putting up the teepees and cooking
their evening meal.
"They have kept right at it. That's why we didn't overtake them before," thought Wild.
He expected to find the place strongly guarded, but this
was not the case.
Of the sixty or sev~nty braves that made up the band only
three were doing duty as guards.
They were stationed at different points, and were apparently depending upon the sharpness of their ears and eyes
to detect the approach of the enemy.
Young Wild West was not long in getting past them.
Then he got a position where he could look into the camp
and glanced around for a sight of Arietta.
He was not long in finding the girl.
She was seated on a log with half a dozen squaws and
papooses around her as a sort of guard.
But a glance told Wild that he could never get to her
without being discovered.
And he had not the least doubt that Calf Liver would have
him riddled with bullets if he set eyes on him.
Still he could not get it out of his head that he ought to
try to get his sweetheart away from them by strategy.
He looked around him, and at first could see nothing that
would be likely to help him bring it about.
But suddenly his eyes went upward, and he noticed that
the branches of the trees ran right together, so close were
the trees themselvs.
Near him was a pine that could be easily climbed.
Right close to Arietta there was another, and there were
several between them.
Wild knew he could work his way over to the tree near his
sweetheart.
Up the tree he went.
Like a cat he made his way until he reached a limb that
·
projected into the next tree.
From that he found a way to get into the next.
It was slow and tedious work, and he knew Charlie would
have the men on the other side at the top of. the hill by the
time ;he got where he wanted to go.
From one tree to another he made his way, and in less
than fifteen minutes he was in the identical tree that Arietta was beneath.
Then the question arose as to how he was going to attract
her attention.
The chance soon came.
Calf Liver walked over to where the fair captive was
seated and told her that she could have the best they had in
the camp for her supper.
The girl did not hesitate to tell him that she was hungry.
The chief ordered one of the squaws to fix something for
her, and when she went to do so the rest followed, leaving
Arietta alone with three or four papooses.
Wild pulled off a pine knot and allowed it to drop so it fell
at the girl's feet.
She quite naturally looked upward, as a person will do
when anything falls from above them.

1'1

Then our hero allowed another to drop.
This time she gave a start.
Wild let a third come down, and then he slid down to one
,
of the lower limbs.
Wild reached his head down as far as he could and
whispered:
"Here I am, Et. We are going to save you!"
She was too well trained to danger to give a start, or act
anything out of the ordinary.
With great presence of mind she patted one of the papooses on the head and said:
"You are a very bright child. Can you tell me what is
the best thing for me to do?"
While the child was looking ·at her in amazement Wild
answered:
"When you hear a shot fired run straight for the place it
comes from. You will probably see the flash. It will come
from the left of the camp."
"All right!" and again the girl patted the head of the
papoose.
Then Wild lost no time in getting back to the tree he had
climbed.
He took the chances of making a little noise in his hurry,
but the Indians paid no attention to it.
In less than half the time it took him to go over he was
back.
Then he carefully judged the distance, and his surroundings as well, and pulled his revolver from his belt.
Crack!
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

As Young Wild West discharged his revolver Arietta, who
had been watching for the flash, leaped forward and knocked
over the squaw who was bringing her supper.
I
Instantly the camp was in the wildest confusion.
Arietta could run, as well as she could jump.
· She reached the edge of the little glen before a hand could
be lifted to stay her.
Right into the arms of Young Wild West she ran, and
taking the risk of losing enough time to imprint a kiss on
her lips, our hero then caught her by the arm and started off
at right angles with her.
They had not covered more than ten f~et when a deafening
crash of firearms sounded.
It came from the hill.
The settlers under the lead of Cheyenne Charlie had attacked the Indians.
Wild knew they were safe now.
The instant that deadly volley was fired the re<lskins gave
up running after them.
Meanwhile the settlers were so anxious to get at the redskin i-aiders and be revenged upon them that Chreyenne
Charlie could not hold them back.
They dashed down the hill, some shooting as they went
and others using their rifles as clubs.
The surprised Indians fell like rye before the cradler.
They made one feebfe stand and then broke and fled for
their lives.
In a very few minutes it was all over.
The settlers had won the day.
But there were several of the Indians who had got away.
One of them was the young chief.
He had fled the moment he saw that defeat stared them
in the face.
Calf Liver rode away in the darkness of the night.
He chose to keep away from the rest of the Indians who
had escaped.
He had slain the old chief in a fair fight that day, and
he now concluded to emulate the actions of Young Wild West
and get the ualeface girl by strategy.
The young chief was a very bright one, for a redskin.
His love for Arietta and the thought that he was great
after ha-ving conquered one of the bravest chiefs in the whole
tribe, made him grow reckless.
He really got it in his head that if he did something that
was wonderful and daring Arietta would look with favor on
•
him.
So as he rode along in the darkness he thought up something that was novel and daring in the extreMP.
That is, it _would be if he carried it out.
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He would _ride ri~ht into the midst of the palefaces as they
were returnmg, seize the ~a lef~ce maiden, and ride away to
the fastn~ss of ~he mountam Wlth her like a thunderbol t.
hi~: ~ff_Liver pictured _the scene, and he . laughed softly to
H"
. is eagerness to accomplish the feat of daring made him
qmte forget that Young Wild West and' his companions probably had as fast horses as his own girl, what show would he
Even if he manag_ed t o seize th~
h
ave to get away with her?
An In~ian is known for his patience.
Calf Liver had lots of the article.
Dismou:r:iting;, he l_ed his horse into the bushes at the side
of the trail, and waited for the whites to come along.
It seemed t<;> be a long while before he heard them coming.
When _he. did hear them they were singing a11d shQuting
over their victory.
C_a lf Liye1·, the noble chief, who was going to do the most
darmg th1:1g he could think of, mounted .h is horse and .made
ready for 1t.
He waited until the band got a few yards past his hiding
place.
Then, with the speed of the wind, his horse darted out and
bore down upon them.
Young Wild West happened to be riding at the side of his
sweetheart at the head of the line.
"Here COJ'1?es an Injun!" someone yelled out.
The next m ~tan~ the young chief dashed up.
Out went his smewy arm, and he had Arietta about the
.
waist before she knew what had happened.
But at tha~ very i_nstan~ Young Wild West's right hand
caught the chief by his flowmg hair.
The result was rather disastrous to the chief
His head was jerked back with such force th.at he lost his
balance.
And to try and save himself he was forced to let go of
Arietta.
"Company, halt!" cried Wild.
•
Instantly every man reined in his horse.
Calf Liver slipped from his steed and the animal galloped
away.
Wild had dismounted by this time.
"Ca~f Liver," he s_a id in_ an icy tone of voice, "you fought
and killed Crow Wmg wi~h your _hunting knife; now you
must fight me! I am gomg to kill you for insulting my
swee~heart , but I want to do it in a fair way. Stand back
and aefend yourself!"
The I ndian seemed to realize it all then.
"Me fight Young Wild West," he quickly answered and
'
then out came his hunting knife.
Wild had drawn his knife by this time.
The boy was really bitter against the young chie£ for daring t o think of such a thing as making Arietta his squaw.
He felt that it was the best thing that could happen t o the
settlers if the dangerous chief was out of the way.
But th~re was no time for thinking j ust now.
Calf Liver was no coward when it came to a fight on equal
terms.
He slashed at the daring young deadshot without waiting
. .
for anything.
Wild was right in his element now.
He had fought Indians, white men, grizzlies, and catamounts with a hunting knife, and he did not regard the
chief as a dangerous foe.
Still he took no risks that were unnecessar y.
Back and forth the lithe bodies of t he two c,om):>atants
swayed.
It was dark, but the light from the stars flashed upon the
ste~l blades at interv~ls, and occasionall y sparks were
ermtted ,~hen the two piece_s of s~eel came in sharp contact.
The chief was now fightmg with a desperatjon that was
born of despair.
He readily saw that he had a more clever foe to fight than
oid Crow Wing had -proved to be.
But he did not give up.
"Young Wild West must die!" he cried, hoping to taunt
our )1ero so he would become unguarded and give him an
openmg.
"Not to-night, chief!" was t he calm retort. " I t is you
• who is going to die!"
The settlers and the rest of the party ha d for med a circle
around them now, and they\waite d expectantly.
Perhaps the only ones who thought Young Wild West was
in ~rcat danger were Jeff Dr ost and his son Al.

They were unused to such sights.
But their fears wer e soon allayed, if they had any, for
Wild suddenly let himself out.
He made several feints and then hi s knife landed in a
_
vital part.
It was all over with Calf Liver.
"Boys, it had to be done," said Young Wild West. "He
was looking for it, and if I had given him a thrashing and
let him go it would have done him no good. He wanted my
life and my sweetheart for his squaw. He got death!"
"Hooray!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie. "Hooray for Young
Wild West!"
The cheering was given with a will.
Then the party rode on until they found a suitable place
to camp.
The next morning as they were mounting to resume the
journey back to Hog Back Frank F ell and the men he had '
brought from the settlement came up.
Julius, the darky, grinned broadly when he saw the two
Drosts were all right.
"I was done afraid de Injuns would scalp you, boss," he
said to Jeff.
"Oh, no!" answered Al. "An Indian would be afraid to
scalp father. He mi ght burn his fi ngers if he did."
As both their heads wer e on the red, there was a general
laugh at this remark.
But they wer e very good-natur ed, and neit her Jeff nor Al
seemed to mind it.
Our friends finally reached the settlement.
They had not been back an hour when a troop of cavalry
ma de its -appearance .
Wor d J-iad been sent to the fort about the Indian raiders,
and the tr.oopers had come to assist 1J1e settlers and kill or
capture the redskins.
The captain knew Young Wild West very well, and when
he saw him he was greatly surprised.
"It is about over, captain," Wild said. "Ther e are a few
scattering ones around, but the fight has all been taken out
of them.
"That is too bad," wa s the reply. "My men were just
itching to get at the Indians. They have been inactive so
long."
"Well, I suppose you will have to chase up the stragglers
and run them back to the reservation . I hope you will come
across them."
"So do I."
Our hero told him the direction to go to find them, and a
little later the cavalry rode off.
The ne:x;t morning our friends set out for Weston.
As they were ready to go Jeff and Al Drost stepped up t o
Wild.
''Mr. West," the former said, "my boy and I came to the
West to make our fo r tunes. Will you let us go to Weston
wi th you?"
"Certainly ." was t he reply.
"Do you think there is a show for us to get a start in
We sto n?"
"I do. There is a show for anyone who is willing to work
and stick to business."
"Well, I have never stuck a t one thing very long, but I
have made up my mind to stick to gold mining until I have
enough to live on the rest of my life."
"You might make tha t much in a week, a nd theri, again
it might take you twenty years. But you come on with me;
I'll set you on the right track, and then if you don't win
it will be your own fault."
There isn't much more to tell.
Wild and his companion s rea ched Weston without mishap.
Our he:i;o was as good a s his word, and gave Jeff Drost and
,
his son a start.
Right here we will say that they worked ha rd a11d made a
success of it. 1
'fhe darky stayed with them and slept a nd dreamed away
the biggest part of his time.
About two weeks after the a r rival of our friends in Weston
Arietta received a letter from Cla ra Leigh stating that she
was married to Frank Fell.
And this ends the story of Arietta 's Leap for Life.
Next week's issue will conta in "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
COWB OY CIRCUS; OR, FUN AT THE MINING CAMP."
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CURRENT NEWS
Italy is to send a commercial mission composed
of trade experts to Russia. It will visit the most
important cities of the Russian Empire and get into
direct touch with Russian commercial circles in orcer to increase commerce between Italy and Russia
after the war.
The mackerel fishermen sailing out of Gloucester
have had a very profitable season. A fleet of twentythree schooners took 135,000 barrels of mackerel,
valued at $7'77,250. A record catch for an American schooner and the biggest of the year was that
of the Arthur James, which made $67,250, each
member of the crew getting $1,527. Next in line
were the Monarch, $55,000 ; Marguerite Haskins,
$53,000, and Lottie G. Merchant, $52,500. The
smallest catch was that of the Ceda M. MacKown
worth $14,000.
The extermination of ground squirrels from about
209,000 acres of Government land was one of the
achievements of the U. S. Biological Survey during
the last fiscal year. Of this area about 36,400 acres
are on the Fort Totten Indian reservation in North
Dakota, and the rest mainly on the Modoc, Califor..
nia, and Sequoia National forests. In North Dakota,
where the work has been carried on in co-operation
with ·the State experiment station, no less than fiveeighths of a ton of strychnine has been used in the
northern part of the .State, seven counties having
been systematically covered with poison.
Following the approval of the sale of the Danish
West Indies to the United States by both houses
of the Danish Parliament, King Christian, in the
Cabinet Council, ratified the treaty providing for
the sale on December 22. The exchange of the ratification instruments will take place in Washington,
probably toward the end of January. The Danish
ratification will be despatched on the steamer Helig
Olav, the first liner which leaves Copenhagen for
New York, sailing on January 11.
Full eyesight was suddenly restored to M1·. Lawhon, of May, Texas, a few days ago, as he was walking down the street. One eye had been blind for a
number of years, and a short while ago he lost the
sight of the other eye when a bit of wood struck
him in it. On the recommendation of physicians, he
had the injured eye removed and the one that had
been blind for years operated upon. The operation
brought very little relief, as he could barely see at
all, but while he was walking down the street a number of days afterward, the· full sight of that eye!
came to him suddenly and he can now see a distance
of 200 yards from him without difficulty.
.
I

A horse becoming frightened recently in Tallahassee, Alabama, ran amuck into the store of the
Garrett Dru~Company, completely demolishing a
large, circular cigar case in the front of the store;
then, having become disentangled from the wagon,
dashed headlong through a narrow aisle of tables
into a large mirror which covered the front of the
prescription case. The animal was thrown backward, falling on a small serving table. Doctor Garrett, the proprietor, who was directly behind the
prescription case, was thrown ten feet by the impact. Mr. Bettes, the popular young soda dispenser,
was near the entrance, and, seeing the horse coming, immediately retired through tlJ.e rear exit. The
horse sustained only a few bruises.
Snakes have no eyelids, and therefore never close ·
their eyes. Their ~yeball is covered with transparent scale much resembling glass. When the reptile
casts its outer skin, the eye scales come off with the
rest of the transparent envelope, out of which the
snake slips. This glassy eye scale is so tough that
it effectually protects the true eye from the twigs,
sharp grass, and other obstructions which the snake
encounters in its travels, yet it is transparent enough
to allow the most perfect vision. A similarly protected or incased eye is to be found in fish. From
the character of the element in which they live,
and the subdued light that reaches them, fish have
no heed of eyelids either to wash the eye or protect
it from glare, and therefore eyelids are absent; but
some of them need the protection of the transparent,
horny, convex cases, which guard their eyes without
obstructing the sight.
"Scotch girls are buying frilly things," remarked
Captain David W. Bone, skipper of the Anchor Line
steamer Cameronia, from Glasgow. "On our last
voyage home we were laid up for two weeks overhauling and I had a chance to notice that the proverbially careful Scotch lassie is spending money
like the proverbial Jack ashore. "This surprising
condition is one of the results of the great war.
Many of the girls in Scotch cities are working in
munitions factbries. They are making big W'1,ges
and, for the first time you might say, they have
more money than they know what to do with. Instead of laying it by for a rainy day they are indulging their fancy for all sorts of frills and furbelows. They are even buying furs. Scotch women
have seldom worn furs, as the weather is not cold
enough. But nowadays the munition prosperity has
cause fur boas and muffs to bloom in all directions.
And the way they buy sweets is a caution. Sugar
is almost like gold in Scotland, but the lassies always have the money to buy candies these days."

/
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PLUCK AGAINST LUCK
OR

THE BOY WHO WOULD NOT GIVE UP
By DICK ELLISON

,..

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IV.
RAPID EVENTS.

Smarting wit~ his wrongs, and dismayed with his
ill luck, it indeed required great pluck for Bob Cut-

,

ter to enter the office of Ransom Clark and face the
man .whom he believed to be responsible for all his
trouble.
The banker~ a thin~faced, shrewd man, with
beetling brows and cold gray eyes, sat at his desk.
At his right hand was a stock ticker, and he was
reading the tape.
There was an expression of great satisfaction upon ·his face, · and he did not at once look up when
Bob entered the office.
Bob stood a moment looking hard at him.
"Well'?" inquirea the banker, without turning, and
thinking it was a clerk with a message.
"I have come to see and have a talk with you,
Ransom Clark," said Bob, very calmly.
Clark dropped the tape and wheeled in the chair.
"Oh, yes, I see! Bless my soul! Have a seat,
1
sir! It is a long time since you have done me the
honor of entering this office."
"Did you think I would come?" asked Bob.
"Well, to tell you the truth, I thought you would.
To be frank, I reckoned you would consider it to
your interest to do so."
Bob sank into a chair opposite the shrewd man
of money. For such Ransom Clark was.
"Mr. Ransom Clark," said Bob, quietly, "my father has been dead several months."
"Yes, yes. I understand so. 1'
"You were his partner in his lifetime."
"In this banking business-yes. In fact, his estate can claim a small interest in the firm still,
though I understand it is under legal attachment at
present."
Bob bit his lip. Hot words were at his tongue's
end.
Eut he controlled himself.
"Do you remember when you came to New York,
penniless and humble?"
"Eh? I don't understand you."
"Yes, you do! You know that my father helped
you to a start in life. Took you into his bosom as a

friend, and now at this late day you are proving
yourself a viper."
"Really," said Clark, tentatively, as he reached
for his pen. "I shall have to cut this interview
short, as it' does not seem to be relevant. This is
my busy day."
"You will listen to me," said Bob, tensely. "You
shall hear what I have to say. I know your doubledealing and your treachery. I know your deep game
to beat me out of my inheritance, and reduce me to
poverty. But you will find it a boomerang, sir. Luck
is against me just now, thanks to your treachery.
But pluck will win against luck, and my day will
come."
"What does this wild talk mean, sir? Are you
mentally aberrated ?" asked Clark.
"It is idle for you to beat about the bush, Ransom
Clark. It is your work that has sent White Star
stock tumbling downward. You are the cause of my
father's estate being at the present moment tied
up with attachments."
"Well;" said Clark, in a bored way, "suppose I
am. What of it?"
"Do you think it a square• or honest way to do
business?"
Clark whistled softly.
"You must be soft, young man. You know little
about Wall street methods."
"My father dealt in Wall street securities all his
life, but never sacrificed his honor."
"Oh, bosh! His methods were old-fashioned. It is
give and take nowadays, sir. · If you don't do everybody they will do you. It is all a matter of business.
I have made a good speculation, that is all."
"You have played the part of a traitor and a
thief," denounced Bob, vehemently.
Clark touched .an electric push-button on his desk.
A clerk instantly appeared.
"Morton," said the banker, wearily, "show this
young man out."
"I refuse to go," said Bob, coolly.
"Morton, you will eject him."
"If Mor ton attempts it I will brealr his head,"
declared Bob. "I have as much right in this office
as you, Ransom Clark!"
"What!" fumed the banker.
"I mean it, sir. My father's name is on the door.
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He is dead, but his interest in this banking business the office and have a talk with father. He is willstill exists. As his son and heir I have a right to ing to help you."
"Awfully kind of him, Charlie," replied Bob. "But
be here."
For a moment Clark was speechless with white I'm going to pull out alone. I know I can do it.
How is--"
rage. He glared at Bob and then rejoined:
"Your father's interest in this firm ceased with · "Bessie? Oh, she is fine, and wants to see you
his death. What small interest he owned in it has badly. There she is over across the street in the
been wiped out by claims of personal indebtedness. " automobile. s~e-she is beckoning to us."
Bob crossed the street, and the next moment was
"I know the law well, sir," retorted Bob. "You
eager conversation with a young girl who, sitin
brought
debts
for
responsible
are
partner
his
as
ting in the handsome motor vehicle, attracted the
against him as a member of this firm."
great beauty.
"But not for personal debts, sir. Not for debts attention bf all passers-by by her
for not com·
Bob,
"I feel that I must chide you,
outside the firm. Legal means are being employed
"We
reproof.
playful
in
cried,
she
me,"
see·
to
to fully dissolve the firm, and the name will be ing
and
now,
month
a
Europe
from
home
been
have
changed at once."
called."
not
have
you
"I have no desire to remain here longer," said
"I have been in deep trouble."
Bob. "Nor will it serve my ends. But you cannot
I know. I wrote you a letter of sympa"Yes,
mask
the
that
Now
me.
eject
nor dare not forcibly
your father's death. We have just heard
after
thy
is off, and I know your purpose, I will promise that
tangle. But you will pull out all
financial
your
of
I will square accounts with you. You have swept
you must come up to dinner this
Now
Bob.
right,
my fortune away from me. But there is yet a
nucleus. The White Star Mine belongs to me. I evening. We all want you."
As the motor vehicle glided away into the throng ·
shall develop it, and once I get upon my feet be
sure that you will have need to fear me, for I am of vehicles, Bob lifted his hat, and then stood alone
again. A strange sense of loneliness was upon him.
henceforth your enemy."
Charlie Dunham was his room-mate at c0llege.
Clark.
chuckled
that,"
"All rigJ1t ! Let it go at
was a favorite in the Dunham family, and long
He
mosquito.
Jersey
a
than
more
no
you
fear
don't
"I
since he had made up his mind that Bessie DunGood-day!"
girl he· could ·ever care for.
Bob stalked out of the office.· He was in a very ham was the only
very far away from him now.
so
seemed
she
But
excited state of mind. He did not return at once
son. Now he was as
millionaire's
a
was
he
Then
to Lawyer Blake's office, but walked up the street
Wall street.
in
poor as any clerk that toiled
for a ways to cool his fevered brow.
Bob gulped to keep down his emotion. Then he
He burned with the sense of the great injustice
saw Bert Clark cross the street. He passed him
done him. It was hard for him to realize all this.
by coldly.
He had never dreamed that Clark could be such
It stung Bob fiercely. He clenched his hands and
a villain. But, in spite of the crushing force of
into a side street. He walked on aimlessly.
turned
his ill-luck, he would not lose pluck.
It was now after business hours. The streets were
"It is a pluck against luck," he muttered. "And beginning to look deserted. The further Bob went
pluck shall win."
into the purlieus of that old part of New York, the
As he was thus walking along through the Broad- more abstract he became.
way throng he felt a sudden touch on his arm.
From one dingy street into another he passed.
"Hello, Bob, old man! How are you ! What's Forbidding tenements reared their dirty walls on
the matter? Anything wrong? You look peaked." either side. Slatternly women lounged in the doorBob came to himself with a start. He was grasp- ways, and slouchy men of the wharfside pattern
ing the hand of a manly, handsome youth of his hung about in the shadows.
own type.
But Bob heeded nothing. H~ wlllked on abstract"Charlie Dunham!" he exclaimed. And then his edly, and finally he turned into a street yet more
voice quavered. The other spoke in a softer tone: dingy and filthy than any qther. The doorway of a
"We've heard all about it, Bob. It's a beastly brothel was on his right hand, and he was brought
shame, and dirty work. Father says that it's old to his senses by a startling incident.
Clark's work. I hope you are not all in? He hasn't
There was a scuffle of feet, a ::,udden blow, and a
away."
gasping cry. Then a hoarse voice :
swept everything
Bob.
replied
"Tap him agin, Bill! He mought come to. Hev
"I don't know what is left, Charlie,"
mine."
the
own
still
I
much!
not
ye got his roll? Thar's a hundred in it."
"I fear
In the shadows of the doorway two ruffia:µs were
"Well, then don't lose pluck. Your luck will turn
bending over the prostrate form of a sailor. Bob
yet."
"Oh, I haven't given up. It is a pleasure to saw one of them feeling in the pockets of the insensible man, and he under!'jtood it all at once.
see you, Charlie."
not
we
"And a greater pleasure to me. Were
(To be continued.)
room-mates at Yale? By the way, come over to,
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS ,
MOONSHINE WHISKY HIGHER.
Moonshiners of the Piedmont in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and the Carolinas are not so slow.
They have taken advantage of the high cost of
living arguments put forth by the city manufacturers and as a result moonshine liquor that used to
sell for 75 cents a gallon now commands $4 a gallon.

is concerne says the National Geographic Magazine, unless it is cornered an_d forced to def end
itself, it is extremely timid.
Like all cats, it is very muscular ·a nd active, and
to the rabbits, squirrels, mice, grouse and other
small game upon which it feeds it is a persistent
and pitiless enemy.
As in the case of most small cats, the stealthy
hunting habits of the bay lynx render it very destructive to ground-frequenting birds, especially to
quail, grouse and other _game birds. For this reason, like many of its kind, it is outlawed in all
settled parts of the country.

START WAR ON COYOTES. ·
Game wardens of twenty eastern Washington
counties have been instructed by L. H. Darwin,
State Game Warden, to direct a general slaughter
of coyotes, following reports of a widespread epidemic of rabies among the roving bands.
According to information received by Darwin the CHINA'S COURIERS RUN 90 MILES A DAY.
hydrophobic attack is becoming a menace, many
Travelers_who return from the remote _interior of
domestic animals, including dogs, horses and cat- vast countries where telegraphs and railways ~re
tle, having been bitten.
pr~~tically 1:1nkno~n will tell you of th~ astoundmg
1
So serious has the situation become that the State I ~wiftness with whi~~ ~ews t r avels, despite the seemDepartment of Agriculture has been appealed to, mg abse~ce of fa~ihties.
.
.
and orders have been issued calling for the muzzling
Away m _the wilds of the Tibeta~ _border, or m
of all· dogs in the counties affected and in adjoin- the Mongolian deserts, two months Journey from
ing districts.
civilization and hundreds of miles from the neares~
telegraph wire, the traveler will perchance hear of
some momentous evtint in the outside world within
HANS WAGNER MARRIED.
an incredibly short while of its happening. How
John Henry (Honus) Wagner, well known Pitts- is it done?
burg National infielder, and Miss Bessie Smith,
There is really no mystery about it. This rapid
daughter of John G. Smith, a forme1t county detec- transmission of ne-W-s is due to human, not supertive, were married in Carnegie, Pa., Dec: 30., at human, agency. It is the wor k of natives employed
the parsonage of the St. John's Lutheran Church. in courier services of higher organization than we
Following the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Wagner left have ever dreamed.
on a wedding trip. Hans is 42 and his bride 26.
China, that spacious land where distance is measStrenuous efforts had been made by the great baB ured by days, not miles, affords the best example.
player to avoid publicity, owing to his natural aver- For although the means of communication by rail
sion to being in the limelight, and he had the news- and telegraph have greatly developed there of late,
paper boys guessing until the ce1·em9ny was per- the bulk of the interior is still virgin to these informed. He brought his bride to the marriage Ii.,. ventions of the "for eign devil," a nd China still
cense office in his touring car, invited Clerk Walter maintains what has been from time immemorial the,
Niven, a personal friend, to take a ride over the most wonderful courier service in the world.
Bigelow boulevard, when the necessary questions
It is now mainly conti-olled by the Chinese postwere answered and the right to marry granted.
office, and the mileage of the co ur ier lines has reWilliam E. Smith, a brother of the bride, and cently reached the stupendous figure of 136,000, or
Miss Alice Downey, •a companion of Miss Smith, about five and a half times the circumference of the
were the only spectators. A late train was taken globe. By road, river an d track, radiating from the
at Carnegie for the West, southern California being capital of Pekin, or other impor t ant centers, legions
the objective point of the honeymooners.
of couriers are-speeding, without ceasing, by night
and by day, to almost every corner of the 5,000,000
WILDCAT NOT SO WILD.
square miles of countr y which for m the Chinese
From the earliest settlement of America the bob- Empire.
~at, or bay lynx, has figured largely in hunting literaThe couriers are all stalwart men, especially choture. What the frontier people think of these ani- sen for their physique, powers of endurance and
mals is shown by the expression that a brave man knowledge of routes, says the Philadelphia Inquirer.
is one who can "whip his weight in wildcats." Al- They work in relays, eat as they go along, and are
though the wildcat usually weighed less than 20 supposed not to stop until they have handed the
pounds, if its reputed fierceness could be sustained! mail-bag to the next r elay. An average speed of
it would be an awkward foe. But, so far as man ninety miles a day is often maintaineq..

'
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DRIVEN OUT WEST
OR

THE BOY TENDERFOOT OF LUCKY STRIKE
\

By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL S'fORY.)
CHAPTER XXII ..
THE ABDUCTION OF CARRIE.

He saw the villains creep forward as silently
as a pair of cats, and in a few moments Poker Joe
stood over Hop Sing.
Raising his club over the Mongolian's head, the
villain was just about to bring it down upon his victim when Harry raised his revolver and fired.
Bang! went the weapon.
The ball struck Poker Joe's hand.
He gave a wild yell of pain and dropped the club.
shot!" he s~reamed, shaking his bleed"Oh,
ing hand and dancing around in a paroxysm ofagony.
"Furies! Who fired?" roared Lanky Ike, glaring
around.
Into the room rushed Harry and the old scout.
Dan had his revolver ready for business, and aiming it at Lanky Ike, he shouted:
"Down on yer knees, yer scoundrel, or I'll kill
yer!"
The gambler turned as pale as death, and dropping upon his knees, he held up his trembling hands
and shouted:
"Spare me! I'll surrender!"
Hop Sing was not so far under the influence of the
opium he smoked that he did not hear the shot Harry fired at Poker Joe.
It frightened the Chinaman, and just as the
scout broug·ht tanky Ike to his knees Hop suddenly
.
sprang to his feet.
At a glance he saw what wat going on, and he
made a plunge at the door; but Harry grabbed him
and exclaimed :
"Hold on, there, you dope fiend, do you know that
these two gamblers followed you here from the Four
Flush, intending to rob you of the money you won
from Bill Boggs?"
"Letee go!" squealed the Chinaman. "Me no
sarvy. Hop Sing belly poor man, allee samee tramp.'"
"Come, come!" roared 'Dan. "Can't yer see who's
got yer, yaller ?"
i'Oh, Mistler Hally," gasped the Mongolian. Yo'
comee dis house? You' stopee bad man lob poor
Chinaman?"

I'm

I

"Yes, Hop; they were going to lay you out while
you were hitting the pipe. You'd better cut out that
habit in the future, or the first thing you know you'll
be the star boarder in a bug house."
Just then the crooked gamblers began tq beg off.
"Let us go," pleaded Poker Joe. "We didn't do
anybody any harm. You didn't see us hurt the
Chink. ·we ain't such bad men."
Harry reflected a moment and then exclaimed:
"I'll let you go free on one condition."
"Name it!" eagerly said Lanky Ike.
"Tell me where I can find Boggs and his gang.''
"Well," said Poker Joe, "I'll answer that question
quick enough if it is going to get us out of this fix.
Re and his men are going to hang around mine No.
10, known as the Jennie McCartin, until they have
wiped you and your party off the map.''
"Then they expect to wrest the claim from us,
do they?"
· "Of course they do. He and t~e gang are going
to attack you to-morrow evening."
"All right. They've made a big mistake, how. .
ever. I suppose you fellows will see Bill sooner or
later, so I'm going to send him a message by you.
Tell Bill for me that within twenty-four hours he
and his gang will go under unless they clear out of
these diggings in a mighty big hurry. Do you
understand?"
"Yes, boss."
"In addition, I wish to say to you two fellow&
that if ever I catch either one of you around Lucky
Strikf' again I'll shoot you on sight.''
"All right, sir.''
"Now go. Leave Lucky Strike. It will be a bad
place for both of you from now on. You may depart.''
Overjoyed at their release, the two men lost no
time about rushing from the hut, and when they
were gone Harry cried:
"It's your turn next, Hop. Clear out.''
"Me go Bossee Leland light away, Hally,:' answered the, little heathen, and he darted out of the
hut and rushed for Monday's hotel.
Harry and Dan went to the hotel and turned in.
On the following morning after breakfast Harry
said to the scout:
''You may go back to the mine and tak-e charo-P. nf
.

.
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the work, Dan. I want to get the Jennie Mccartin
in operation as fast as I can."
"Ain't you a-comin' out thar with me?"
. "No. I'll be out later."
"Whar be yer goin' ?"
"I want to have a talk with Mr. Leland."
"An' ther lassie?" chuckled Dan.
Harry flushed guiltily.
. The old fellow had guessed exactly what his in-·
tentions were, for · he was getting to like Carrie
very much indeed now, and wanted to be in her
company.
He made no reply to Dan, and the scout departed.
Harry went into the parlor and found Mr. Leland
there alone.
They had a long, earnest conversation about her
mining interests, and in conclusion the old gentleman said:
"We may go on with our work, but Boggs is going to make a whole lot of trouble for us yet,
Harry."
"He won't trouble us long," replied the boy.
"You are too hopeful."
"Oh, I'm not dreaming:. I've got a . means at last
to put an end to his persecutions. He and his men
are still hanging out in the neighborhood of the
mine. When Dan gets back he is going to push
the work ahead. Some time this evening Boggs'
gang is going to attack the fellows at the mine."
"Then there's going to be trouble?"
"Perhaps. But the outlaws will get the worst of
it."
"Our men--"
"Don't bank on them. I've got something better."
. "And that is?"
"Lieutenant Jack Barton, of Fort Shaw, and his
·
troop of cavalry."
"What! Can you get them?"
"I think so. They are encamped not far .from
Lucky Strike, and ·I'm going out there to see them
now. If I can enlist their aid, it will mean a raid
on the outlaws, and a quick finish · to the gang."
Just as Harry ceased speaking, there sounded
the clatter of horses' hoofs in the street, and the
tenderfoot glanced out of the window.
, He saw a man on a mustang dashing away from
·
the hotel.
In his arms he clutched the struggling form of a
girl, and at the same moment Harry saw her she
suddenly pulled the man's hand away from her face
'
and uttered a piercing shriek.
The boy saw her features.
"Great heavens!" he gasped, his face turning
pale;
"What's the matter?" remanded Mr. ~eland, nervously.
"See there! Don't you recognize her?."
"Oh, Harty! It is my daughter!" shouted the
old banker.
"Yes, and th~ villaip. who has her is Bill Boggs!"

A deep groan escaped Mr. Leland, and he wrung
his hands in an agony of alarm, as he cried:
"What shall I do? How can I save her?"
"You can do nothing," the boy replied. "Leave
it to me, Mr. Leland. I'll follow that scoundrel until I overtake him and wrest poor Carrie from his
power."
"For mercy's sake, what is he doing with her?"
"Abducting her, I presume, for ransom."
"Follow him, Harry. Run him down, boy. Don't
let him carry my poor child away in that fashion.
Oh, this is awful!"
"Don't alarm yourself, sir. He won't keep her
while I am on earth," cried the boy, as he ran toward
the door.
In a minute more Harry was in the stable.
Hastily saddling and bridling his mustang, he
mounted and dashed out into the street.
The pounding of many horse's hoofs reached his
ears, and glancing around, to his surprise and delight he saw Lieutenant Barton and his troop of
cavalry coming up the street.
"By Jove, luck favors me!" gasped th~ boy.
"Boggs has got such a big lead that he will doubtless reach his gang before I can come up with him.
Now I can get the troops to aid me. It may t):ien be
much easier to rescue the girl and b:dng that gang
to terms."
He reined in and· waited for the soldiers.
In a few minutes they reached him and reined in.
"Hello!" cried the lieutenant, smiling and saluting the boy. "You here, Harry Nevada? Glad to
meet you again."
"And I'm very ·glad to see you, fomtenant," an- ·
swered the boy, "for I am in deep trouble and need
your help."
"What is the trouble?"
Harry told him, and in conclusion he asked:
"Will you aid me, lieutenant?"
CHAPTER XXIII.
THE FIGHT BETWEEN TROOPS AND BANDITS.

The gallant young lieutenant glanced at Harry
much as if he were astonished at what the boy asked
him, and then replied heartily:
"Help you? Why, of course I'll help you. The
crooked work of Bill Boggs and his gang is well
known at Fort Shaw. In addition to my order to
· rouncf up the Indians who broke from the reservation a'nd went on ,the war-path, I was told to break
up the Boggs gang in case I found an opportunity
to do so."
"Then you'll be acting right in your line of duty
in aiding me," said Hary, smiling with pleasure at
the prospect.
Just then Mr. Leland, mounted on a n_1ijstang,
came dashing up to Harry, shoutin3· loudly:
"Hold on there, my boy, I am going with you to
aid in recovering my daughter. Don't leave without
me, Harry."
(To be continued.)
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TIMELY TOPICS
Boys of six corn clubs of Shelby County, Tenn.,
have demonstrated they are better corn raisers than
their fathers. The average yield of corn per acre
in the county is 21.5 bushels. The 165 boys of the
clubs have an average of 55 bushels to the acre,
and one of them succeeded in producing 89.67 bushels on one acre.
Every automobile rider has experienced the discomfort of dust in the eyes, and also from the
effects of cold winds. A suggestion has been made
that these discomforts may be greatly alleviated by
applying castor oil along the eyelashes. This, it is
claimed, will catch most of the dust before it can
enter the eye, and also it protects the eyes from
the chilling effects of the wind.

man Hill, secretary of the Liverpool Steamship Owners' Association, has recently made calculations that
the effect of the German camp~ign on .British shipping · has been as follows: In the twenty-seven
months of war from August, 1914, to October, 1916,
433 steam vessels of inore than 1,600 tons, representing 1,744,000 tons gross register, were -lost
through war perils. Great Britain started the war
with 3,600 steamships, of 16,000,000 tons ·gross, so
that the losses represent twelve per cent. in numbers, or eleven per cent. in tonnage, being less than
one-half of one per cnt. a month. The value of the
cargoes lost is c.a lculated at 0.49 per cent. of the total
by Sir Norman, who adds: "A ten shillings in one
hundred pounds blockade will never starve us."

The attempt of an enterprising New York firm
of importers to enter Japanese paper hats for men
at the Custom House as "manufactures of straw"
has been checked by Collector Malone. The collector
is understood to hold that while there is nothing to
prevent dealers in this country from selling hats
made of paper as "straw" hats, such goods, for
dutiable purposes, will have to be classified according to the component material of chief value, which
The Sakais, or tree dwellers, of the Malay penin- in this case is paper. The collector has accordingly
sula build their houses in forked trees a dozen feet demand ed duty at 3 0 per cent. under the tariff proabove ground and reach them by means of bamboo vision for . "manufactures of tissue · paper." The
ladders, which they draw up when safely hou~ed · importer, whose invoiced description of _the merout of harm's way. The house itself is a rude kind cha nd ise was "Okinawa paper Panama hats," has
of shack made of bamboo, and the flooring is lashed filed an appeal with the Board of General Appraistog·ether piece by piece and bound securely to the ers asking classification at 25 per cent., either as
tree limbs by rattan. These curious people are "manufacturers of straw" or "straw hats."
rather small and lighter in complexion than the
Malays, though much uglier. They have no form
Sharkskin as a substitute for leather is receiving
of religion at all-not even idols-no written lanattention
from the Bureau of Fisheries of the Deguage and speak a corrupt form of Malay.
partment of Commerce of the United States. It
has been in limited demand for some years past in
A new deep-sea diving record was set recently this country as a covering for various articles, but
by a resident of Toledo, Ohio, who descended to a not until the present shortage of leather grew acute
depth of 361 feet in Grand Traverse Bay in a newly- has it been brought forward as a regular leather
patented diving armor of his. own invention. The substitute. Acceptable leather from sharkskins has
armor is rigid and,. designed especially for salvage been made in several foreign countries, and there
• work at great depths, says Popular Mechanics. Un- is apparently no reason why it should not be conlike the usual diving dress, it requires no air tube; verted into serviceable leather by American tanners.
an oxygen tank attached to the armor supplies the The skin of sharks is very tough and durable, and
diver 's needs. The helmet, body and feet are con- some of them have a beautiful surface pattern,
structed of manganese bronze, while the armored which remains after tanning. Arrangements have
legs and arms are flexible and provision is made already been made for securing from Florida fisherfor grasping objects beneath the surface. A tele- men a large supply of large sharkskins, and further
phone apparatus in the helmet keeps the diver in specimens are expected from other sources. These
constant communication with the surface.
skins will be sent by the Bureau of Fisheries to
tanners. It is hoped that eventually all fishermen
As to the destruction of British shipping by Ger- along our coasts may find a regular market for the ,
man submarines during the present war, Sir Nor- skins of sharks caught by them.
Two convicts of the Washington State penitentiary claim the invention of a process by which
brass, copper· and practically all similar metals can
be welded together by simple forge work and without the use of any chemicals or present day methods.
It is likely that their invention will be inspected
in the near futu.r e by experts and, if found worthy
of encouragement, assistance may be given them.

"
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James Brown, who lives in the suburban district
near Atchison, Kansas, has a number of pet squirrels. Aaron Davis, · who lives directly across the
street, has a few choice walnut trees in his back
yard. The squirrels became to be such a pest that
he purchased a couple of dogs to guard his crop
of walnuts. The dog performed this duty so well
that Davis' hopes ran high for a good, full crop.
But the squirrels were not cheated out of their ususal winter's supply of nuts. The local telephone
company has a large wire cable cr ossing the street
at this point. The cable intersperses the boughs of
the walnut trees and also the boughs of a tree in
Brown's yard, and the squirrels utilize this as a
highway, over which they transport the nuts, far
above the reach of the dogs.
••IDr o•

Grins and Chuckles

Good Current News Articles

"Is your business on a running basis
should
say so; I always run when I see
E. J. Galek of Moquah, Wis., captured two deer
coming."
in his barn. He . was chopping wood in his field
when he saw a large buck and doe approaching.
Kind Lady-Poor man! Wouldn't you
They jumped over his fence and ran into the open
chop?
The mtin (suspiciously)-What
door of the barn, seeking to escape. He closed the
chop,
lady-meat
or wood?
door and captured them. ·
With the production of a ton and a half of honey
on his farm in the summer of 1916, R. C. Murray,
living five miles west of Lawrence, Kan., has completed twenty-five years of successful bee culture.
To produce this amount Mr. Murray's bees were
busy from early in the summer. Some swarms
produced as much as 160 pounds of marketable
money, most ·of which sold at 12½ cents a pound.
A few years ago elaborate plans were laid in
Germany to explore the hitherto inaccessible interior of New Guinea by means of balloons, which
were expected to drift over the island in the prevailing winds. The project was .much discussed in
the magazines and subscriptions were solicited in its
behalf, but it was never carried out. It is now
reported in the newspapers that Dr. Eric Mjorberg,
a Swede, is planning to make use of an aeroplane
to explore the interior of New Guinea, and is in
the United States investir-':'..ting the latest improvements in aviation.

yet?" "I
a creditor
like a nice
kind of a

"Please, sir," said the office boy, "me gran'mudder--" "Is dead, is she?; ' snorted the boss, testily.
"No, sir. She wants me to take her to de ball game."
He got off.
Colorado Man-Yes, sir, we're going to hav~ great
doings out here this fall. This is the centennial year
of Pike's Peak. Stranger-Gosh! Ain't Pike's Peak
no older'n that?
Mistress-Jane, I saw the milkman kiss you this
morning. In the futur e I will take the milk in. Jane
-'Twouldn't be no ·use, mum. He's promised never
to ' kiss anybody but me.
Burke-Yes, Kirke and I had a ter rible quarrel.
He called me a liar and I called him another, and-Turke-That's funny; it's the nrst time I ever knew
either of you t o tell the truth.
I

Newlywed (proudly)-! always make it a point
to tell my wife eversthing· that happens. Old Sport
-Pooh! that's nothing. I t ell my wife lots of things
Men blushed, women walked out and young peo- that never happen at all.
• .
ple giggled in Grace Meth,odist Church, Sioux City,
Iowa, when in the course of a concert number preMrs. Scraggs (viciously )-It seems like a hundred
sented by Morningside College, a Hawaiian girl, years since we were married. I can't even rememclad in picturesque seaweed, sidled out upon the ber when we first met. Scraggs (wearily)-! can.
"stage," really the pulpit rostrum, and began an It was at a dinner party, and there were thirteen
energetic "hula-hula." The Concert Committee ex- at table.
plained la·i;er that it was all a mistake; that the
Lyceum Bureau had "slipped one over" on them by
Wife-You were talking in your sl~ep' again· last
substituting a quartet of South Sea dancers for night, dear. Why do you persist in doing it '? Huswhat was scheduled as an "intellectual interpreta- band-Good heavens, a man ought to be allowed to
tion of Hawaiian musical trends."
talk sometimes, oughtn't he'?
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screw, and, before I could prevent him; had pulled
the valve out as far as it would go.
I crowded it back as soon as I could get hold of
it, though I had to take him by the collar and pitch
By Paul Braddon
him over backwards on the coal in the tender before
When I was employed on the Great Central Road I had the space to get at it.
The train was on a down grade, and the effect
I ran the night express between Kalpa and Queenof a full head of steam was to m2,ke the engine leap
grove.
I went to Queengrove in the afternoon with the ·ahead like a fiery steed goaded by the sharp spur.
day express, and returned at 2 :13 in the morning The coupling between the tender and the baggage-car gave way under the sudden jerk, and off darted
. with the fast train.
the locomotive at a furious speed, which was not
Folger was my fireman.
His father had been a rich man; but in one of checked when I crowded in the throttle.
I whistled for "down brakes," and was careful
those seasons of financial trial which have so often
come to the business men of our country he had to keep the machine out of the way of the cars in
, ·
lost all his property, and had becorpe very poor- order to avoid a collision.
After going a mile the train was stopped, and I
so poor that he had to take a position as a clerk
·
ran back.
after he had passed the meridian of life.
I supposed Folger would see that he had made a
The son had been well educatzd, and when he
came on the engine with me he knew more about mistake, and I hoped that he would accept the lesson of his own folly.
He picked himself up, and then, even before th€
the theory of the steam engine th an I did.
He was versed in chemiS t ry a nd oth er sciences, train had been again attached to the ernrine, he be~
of which I knew very little.'
gan to bluster at me for · throwing him over upon
He obtained his place on' the line by the influence the coal.
He was mad enough fo attack me with his fists,
of his .father's friends, wh€n ever y th ing else had
but he was rather a puny fellow, and I was ·big
failed him.
Folger told me, as a sort of apology for being
on the locomotive at all, that he only took the pl e enough to ha nd1 e him as a child.
"I never had a man lay hands on me before."
said he, as I started the train again.
so that he could get in as an engine€r.
"And I ne'{er had a fireman before put his hand
He said he did i)ot inte nd to "fire" more th an a
on that throttle; and if you do it again I will pitch
month or two.
We had been two months in the same cab with.- you out of the cab," I replied, with vigor enough to
make myself understood.
out any improvement in the situation.
"When I speak to a man I expect him to answer
demand
to
and
me,
He continued to find fault with
why I' did not do this and that in his way, and I me," added Folger, spitefully.
"I won't answer · you when you are impudentmade no reply to him.
The master mechanic had asked me several times when you meddle with what is none of your busihow Folger got along, but thus far I had hoped ness."
"I calculate to have something to say about the
for better things, and said nothing to his injury.
"Boyd, why don't you pull out that throttle, and running of the machine," said he, as though he was
let her slide along a little faster?" he asked, one my equal in the cab.
I took this occasion to express my mind very
day, in his offensive way.
freely, and I told him if he meddled with my busiI made no reply to him.
He was meddling with what did not concern him. ness, either by word or deed, he and I could no
The train was approaching a sharp curve, where Ilonger run on the same engine.
Wh~n I had said all I had to say I was silent.
it was not prudent to run at the highest speed.
But I saw that Folger had no idea of discipline,
If he had asked me the question in a proper way,
and not as a critic, I should have answered him. and that he intended to make a row about the af·
"We are three minutes late," added Folger, look- fair I have described.
I was willing he should do so, apd I was confident
ing at his gold watch, which he often sported in
that the master mechanic would discharge him as
the faces of his fellow employees.
soon as he comprehended the case.
Still I made no answer.
We arrived at Kalpa about ten minutes late, for
I kept silent for fear that I might make a rude
I had done by best to make up the time lost by the
speech if I said anything.
"Have you a tongue in your head, Boyd?" de- breaking of the coupling.
When we left the engine in the round-house 1
mantled he, angrily. "When I speak to a man, I ex.
followed Folger on our way home.
pect him to answer me."
I turned down a street that led to my house, while
"The less said is the sooner mended," was all the
the fireman continued on his way to his boardingreply I made.
To my astonishment and indignation, Folger sud- place in the town.
I had gone but a few steps down the cross street
denly sprang to the throttle, unloosened the thumb'l'REACHERY ON AN ENGINE.
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before· I h-eard voices in the 4irection Folger had
gone.
It was three o'clock in the morning, and I .was
curious to know who was out at the unseasonable
hour.
I stopped and listened.
Folger was one. of the speakers, and the other
was a drunken man.
Thinking that my assistance might be needed, 1
ran across the lot till I came within a few feet
of the parties.
To my surprise, I found the tipsy reveler was
Squire Perry, one of the dir-ectors of the road.
He was a man ol' influence, and I was not aware
that he ever drank anything, much less ever went
on 3l spree. .
,
Listeners never hear any good of themselves, and
I heard a very bad story about Boyd, who ran the
night express.
·
The squire was too drunk ·to go home; he said
he had been to a champagne supper; he did not
want to see his wife ih his present condition.
He seated himself on a rock to recover his equilibrium.
He begged Folger not to say anything to anybody; he was never tipsy• before in his life; and
the story would ruin him.
The fireman promised never to lisp a sound.
The squire promised to have Boyd discharged
the next day and Folger appointed in his place as
soon as he could see the master mechanic, and I
considered my fate as sealed.
It was hard times; I had sickness in my family,
and I dreaded the loss of my siuation.
I went home, but I did not sleep that night very
well.
Was my enemy to triumph over me when he was
clearly in the wrong?
·
I had the squire's secret as well as Folger.
But would my statement to save myself from being discharged stand against those of the director
and the fireman?
I felt that the chance of having justice done was
very small in the face of such odds.
In the afternoon I went to the round-house; but I
expected to have the master mechanic tell me that I
was no longer required.
But he did not; and I started with my train at the
usual hour.
I concluded that Squire Perry haq not yet seen
the master mechanic; and that I had only one more
day of grace.
'
Folger ·said nothing- about the affair of the day
before, but he behaved as though he was conscious
of his advantage; as though he expected to see me
overwhelmed in a short time.
Before we had gone a mile on the 1·eturn trip I
was satisfied that Folger had been drinking.
I had not known him to drink anything before
while on duty.
He was not what I should call drunk at first; but

during the run I saw him take a pull at a bottle
when he went back into the tender for coal.
When we were within t en miles of Kalpa he became very drunk and ugly.
He began to pick upon me, and swore he was to
have an engine the next day.
I let him alone till he insisted on running the ma~
chine.
He laid his hand on the throttle, and I collared
h~.
.
.
The rum he had drank made him crazy, and before I could disengage him from the handle of· the
valve he had pulled it out.
.
The machine began to leap at a furious speeq,
though none of the couplings gave way, as on the
day before.
Folger was a maniac under the influence of the
quantity of liquor he had taken, and it was all I
could do to handle him.
·
We were descending the grade which brought
us to the river, on the other side· of which was
Kalpa.
·
During my struggle with the crazy fireman I calculate that the machine attained a ·speed of over
sixty miles an hour.
I choked Folger, hoping to take away some of his
strength ; but h e had seized a wrench, with which he
hit me several hard blows.
I became desperat e myself when I realized what a
fiend I had to deal with; and finally I succeeded in
hurling him from me upon the coal in the tender.
I expected him to spring upon me again, and I
dared not take my eye off him for an instant to attend to the machine. ·
Instead of rushing upon me, as I anticipated, he
leaped upon the tank above the brake.
•
He stood with his arms outspread, and gave 2.
wild, inarticulate yelL
At the same instant, he topped over backwards,
and disappeared from my sight.
When we found him, his body was cut to pieces
by the wheels of the cars.
The next day the master mechanic said he was
ordered to discharge me, and my place was to have
been given to young Folger.
I made·no reply, but I called on Squire Perry before
I went to my own house.
I told him what had happened, calling him from .
his bed for the purpose.
Never in m~ life have I seen a man so terrified(,
not only by the thrillihg story of' Folger's death, but
by the fear of having his own infirmity exposed.
I went home and went to bed.
When I got up the master mechanic wanted to
see me.
My discharge had been revoked, and I ran my
trips as usual that day.
It has always .seemed to me that a merciful Providence interposed to prevent Folger from being appointed an engineer, as he would have been if he
had not got drunk and sacrificed his life in his runi
madness.
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FROM ._J.4LL POINT..',
RICH GIRL A NURSE.
Miss Letitia Curtis, owner of valuable oil lands,
descendant of a United States Osage chieftain and
relative of Senator Charles Curtis of Kansas, has
given up a life of luxury to help the poor. She is
a nurse at St. Mary's Hospital, Kansas City, Mo.
Instead of a luxurious apartment to which she
had been used, Miss Curtis rooms with another
nurse, both sleeping in one bed. No more dances
nor social affairs for her.
"I haven't seen my motor car for a week," said
Miss Curtis. "I don't care. I love this new life.
It is fine to be doing something. It is better than
just spending money and hunting fun."

NEW GIANT PITCHER A STAR.
Middleton, the Louisville pitcher who will be a
member of the Giants next season, had one of the
best records in the American Association, according
to the official averages which were announced by
that league recently. Middleton won 21 and lost 9
games. An average of only 2.01 earned runs per
game were made off his delivery. He struck out
137 batsmen and gave 66 bases on balls. Carter of
Indianapolis was the real leader among the pitchers,
and he won 15 and lost 4 games. He gave only 1.65
earned runs per game. Palmero, who will be with
the Giants again next season, was also with Louisville, and he won 11 and lost 6 games.
Old Roger Bresnahan, manager of the Toledo
club, had a perfect catching record for the twelve
games in which he played. Beck of Kansas City
led the first basemen in fielding and Lewis of Milwaukee and Kansas City led the second basemen.
Walsh of Louisville and Milwauk.ee was the best
fielding third baseman and Roach of Louisville led
the shortstops. Barney of Louisville, who was formerly with the Yankess, was the first of ·outfielders
in fielding, and James of Louisville led the pitchet.s
in fielding.
Louisville, winner of the American Association
pennant, was first in team fielding, with Toledo
second and Columbus third.

ELECTRIC STEVEDORES.
lumber dealer ,has now learned what is
the
Even
already well known in many modern industries,
namely, that manual labor is the most expensive
form of work; and so he expresses himself by employing electric motors for loading lumber onto motor trucks and wagons.
Out in Newark, N. J., a large lumber dealer finds
it economical and expeditious to employ a number
·of electrically-operat ed cranes of simple design for
loading purposes. The cranes are operated by an
electric motor housed in a water-proof casing just
below the boom. Standing below the motor box,
the operator controls the loading operations by
means of two ropes hanging down from the box 28,000 PEOPLE KILLED BY WILD ANIMALS.
More than 28,000 people were killed by snakes.
and terminating in suitable handles. Thus it is
wild animals in British India last year, says a
and
possible for one man to handle a number of pieces
from Simla, India. The government reports
report
would
of lumber at once and in far less time than
1,923 persons were slain by tigers and
that
show
men.
several
by
be :required
other beasts, and 26,385 perished through being bitten by reptiles, an increase over the previous year
COAL MINES 700 MILES FROM NORTH POLE. of 3,700 deaths met in this manner. No figures
John M. Longyear and Frederick Ayer, of Boston, are available for the native states, with their popuhave sold their seven-eighths stock interest in the hi.tion of some 90,000,000.
During the past five years elephants, tigers and
Arctic Coal Company to a syndicate headed by the
animals have killed 9,192 people in British
other
princithe
including
and
Central Bank of Norway,
India, and of these tigers have claimed a toll of
pal banking and business interests of Norway.
The deal included some minor properties, includ- 3,682. In the same period 116,828 persons have
ing ships, btlt the major properties are the famous died as the result of snake bites.
Last year the highest total of deaths due to aniSpitzbergen mines, located on the Spitzbergen Islin any one province was in Bihar and Orissa,
mals
only
and
Norway
of
north
lie
that
Arctic
the
in
ands
about 700 miles from the North Pole. A new com- where 684 people lost their lives, tigers alone acpany has been formed with a capital of l0,000,000 counting for 376. In the United Provinces one manj eating tiger in the Almore district killed ten persons
crowns .($2,680,000).
out of the provincial total of twenty.
about
covei-P.d
property
company's
Arctic
The
In order to effect the destruction of as many wild
170 square miles. Most of the work completed has
been of a development nature and the output has animals and snakes as possible, the government pays
net amo nted to much more than 200,000 tons. Ex- bounties. The number of animals destroyed in
ploration showed many valuable and extensive veins 1915 was 25,036, including 1,582 tigers, 6,623 leopof semi-bituminous coal, one alone disclosing 100,- ards, 2,775 bears and 2,191 wolves. The total number of snakes killed was 184,663.
'
000,000 tons.
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INTERESTING #,RTICLES
PIGS' FEET GA VE THE CLUE.
Fondness for pickled pigs' feet led to the arrest
in Kansas City, Kan., of T. Foster, alias Joe Clarke,
a negro, who the police say is wanted in McLemoresville, Tenn., in connection with the killing of another
negro.
· .
.
Clarke had just left a restaurant when two detectives entered.
"That boy can eat more pigs'. feet than any one
I ever saw," said the proprietor.
The detectives remembered receiving a report
from McLemor esville saying that Foster's chief peculiarity was his fondness for pickled pigs' feet,
and that he boasted of his ability to eat more of
them at one meal than any negro in Tennessee.
Foster's arrest immediately followed and, according to the detectives, he admitted the killing, pleading self'-defense.
BURNED MUCH OF SHIP TO KEEP GOING.
Showing every mdication of her battle with Atlantic weather coming from the Great Lakes, where
ooe was built, the Norwegian freighter Thorjerd
got to port through Long Island Sound the other
day. Her pilot-house was about the only wood construction left, all else that would burn having been
used as fuel.
She left Quebec December 7. From the time she
passed out of t he Gulf of St. Lawrence she battled
with storms and no wor d of her was received until
she got under the lee of Gay Head. There Captain
Olsen set signals for a tow.
The freighter's coal supply had given out. Her
crew stripped out all wooden partitions, a:nd burned
the furniture. She r eached Gay Head on the tide,
her boilers being cold.
Tugs of the T. A. Scott Company took her to
New London, where she coaled.
NEW SWEDISH CANAL OPENED TO TRAFFIC.
The Trolhatta Canal, which was opened recently,
forms part of the Gota canal system of Sweden, connecting the Skagerrrak at Goteborg with the Baltic
at Soderkoping. The value of canals was perceived
in Sweden earlier than in any other European country, but, unfortunately, their construction for the
most part took place before the introduction of seagoing iron freight steamers, and, according to The
Economist , they can accommodate only vessels of
very moderate dimensions-the limit of draft on the
Gota canal system having been hitherto slightly
over 9 . feet. But Sweden is now tending to become not only a great exporter of raw materials,
but a great manufacturing country, by virtue of
the electric power afforded by its waterfalls, of

which Trolhatta stands first, so that improved access
from the ocean to its interior ports is becoming
more important than ever. For some seven years
therefore, work has been in progress on the Gota
canal system, and it is to be deepened to 16 feet
and correspondingly widened, so that it will take
barges, and even sea-going freighters of some size.
Factories are expected to spring up along its course
and to utilize the electric power of its feeders.
MOVING PICTURES AS TARGETS.
A new device for indoor t arget practise, a practical and interesting system which makes use of motion pictures as targets, is being exhibited by the
Animated Target Company of New York city. In
this system the shooter faces moving targets photographed from real life, at various distances, shown
in true perspective. A shooter aiming at a 300yard object, for example, sees the pictur e as it was
actually photographed at 300 yards. The pictures
show birds, animals, troops, an individuaL horseman, or a large number of mounted or dismounted
men, and move as if alive. By a simple and ingenious arrangement of electric control between
the machinery that projects the moving target and
the bullet stop back of it, as soon as the shooter
hits the moving object aimed at, the picture stops
and the bullet-hole, shown by a light flashing behind
it, is seen distinctly. It appear s at once exactly
where the shot hit and stopped .t he bird, animal or
man in motion. The picture remains at rest long
enough for the shot to be recorded, and the shooter
to survey it, and realize the value of his shots.
The picture then starts moving again, and all the
o~d shot holes instantly disappear; the targets are
ready for the next shot. No marking at the butts
is required, as all the shots ar e automatically shown
by the holes, and then disappear. The screen on
which th,e pictures appear is of paper, and moves
on rollers, there being a second scr een of paper,
in the rear of the tirst, which moves and covers the
shot holes at the. proper time. The bullet stop of
steel is divided from top to bottom by horizontal
strips, and when hit by a bullet at any point automatically stops the target.
These moving targets ar e expected to work a
revolution in indoor target practise, and certainly
arouse the most observing interest not only in the
shooter, but in the onlooker. It is safe to .say that
if they were introduced in ar mories and elsewhere,
no effort woqld be required to get men present to
attend target practise. The task might be to keep
them away. Several marksmen from the Army
and Navy Journal office tried these targets with
other experts, and were greatly impressed with the
interesting possibilities of this new device.
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SI
:?- to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of
old Coins. Keep ALL money dated before 18D5 and send TEN cents for New
Illustrated Coln Value Book, size 4x7.
It may mean your Fortune. CLARKE
COIN Co.. Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y,

$

Boys

Get our proposition. EBBy to earn
money, watch, air rifle, camera,
Indian suit, Baseball outfit, printing press,
knife, electric or steam engine and many
other premiums, Write at once. Address
DENTON 00.,

c..,

NAIL PUZZLE.
all
Made of 2 metal nails
Pm:do linked together. Keeps

folks guessing; easy to
take tbem apart when
you know bow. Directions witb every one.
Price. 6c .. postoa!d.

~ - •
Wolll' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
THE

nm:

B:LOT JOKEB.
Fool Your Frlendll.
-The greatest novelty ot the age! Have
a joke which make8
everybody
1 au g h ,
More

fun

than

any

other novelty
that
baa been shown In yea.rs. Place it on a desk,
tablecloth, 01 a~y 'l)le'ce et turniture, M shown
In the above cut.. near some valuable papers.
or on ftne wear",g a'pparel. Watch the relUlt! Oh, Gee! Price. Ille. each, postpo.ld.
H. F. LANG, 1816 Centre St., B'ldyn, N, Y,

THE DEVIL'S CARD TRICK.-From three
cards held In the hand anyone Is asked to
mentally selec t one.
A11 three cards are
placed ln a. hat and the performer removes
ftrst the two that th e audience did not select
and passing the hat to them their care\ has
mysteriously vanished.
A
great climax:
blghly recomm<JI1ded.
Price, 10c.
Jr.BANK SMIT.l:L 883 Lenox Ave., N, Y.

Box 224,

Hartselle, Ala,

HAPPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER.
With this joker In the
Ja.pel ot your coat, you can
make a dead shot every
time. Complete with 'rubber ball and tubing. Price,.
15c. by mall, postpaid.

H, F. Lang.
1815 Centre St.,B'klyn,N.Y

Great Bicycle . Oller!
Writaforcatalo~. Wonderful 191'1 Arrow-newn:iotorcycle

,::r:ur

~~~u ~~~~r.
~r~~:UiJ:::r~
Write Today :~~~f~_kJ;!~:~~~~
ARROW CYO.E CO. D

2852 C.lifcn,ia & 19th St On

ID.

NEW SURJ.>RI.SE NO'VELTY,
Foxy Grandpa, Mr. Peeweo
and other comical faces artl•tlcally colored, to which
Is attached a long rubber
tube, connected with a rubber ball. which can be filled
with water, the rubber ball
being carried In the pocket.
a slight preaoure on the bulb
causes e~ long atream, the r•·
suit co,n easily ba &eon.
Price, 16c.,
Poatpald.
Wolff No,•elty Co., 168 ,v. 23d St., N. Y.
LAUGHABLE EGO T.RlCK,

'l'his is · tlle funniest
trick ever exhibited and
always produces roars
of laughter. '.rhe performer says to the audience that he requires
some eggs for one of
bis experiments. As no
spectator carries any,
he ' c:ills bis assistant, taps him on top of
the head, he gags, and an egg come$ out ot
his mouth. 'l'hls is repeated until six eggs
are produced. It is an easy trick to l)erform, once you know how. and always
makes a bit. Directions given tor working
it. Price, 25 cents by mail, postpaid.

H.F. Lang,1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N.Y.

•

THE BUCOLO CIGAB.

eeSdltUr•;~>
The most remarkable trick-cigar In tae'
WOl'ld. It ,nnoke• without tobacce, and never
geta s,maller. Anyone can have a wor!d or
tun with Lt. especially It :,<1u smeke It In the
presence ot a person who dislikes the odor
of tobacco. It look• exactly like a fine perfect•, and the smoke Is ao rea.l that It la
bound te deceive the cloaeBt observer.
Price, 12c. each, pHtpalcl.,
FRANK SllllTH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

Dl'..Aat•Ell1'B .leKE.
New and a,,tnll9lng joioet. 'l!!ac
vlqe.,, Is tel!;. to held 1!be tulle
o(oee to hl8 e,za· ,o a.a te excl,tlde
e!ll Ue.ht trgm . 1!1,.., back.. and.
too
the - e u*tll i,~ht
~p<i':rr In tb.e cent.,... In t~,tln.g
fu locmtl t~ pfctudie he wm re•
c!eWe
fm'efft bmok-&,Te Y6U ever
,,,_
e !U<rnleh a. amo.1l box of
<10 11,'f p,r-.a.ra.Uen with each
ec, the Joice can lie used luel,,y. 'l!'h<>Se not In the t~lck

t:='"'"

*'"'

t:(;

!!zg;

Jui!,1v h ~ be~~~~;":{tl1'ft~.
:S•i<>r 25c.
C, BEllR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

SOU\'ENIR SHOE THER~toJ\lETE'R.

FUNNY KISSING GA' [E.

Tbese cards. from No. 1 to No. 16, ruu
in rotation, but must · be mixed and dealt,
a wbite one for a boy and a red one for a
girl. They are then read alternately., ancl
"tho question!; and answers make funny
combinations. The right lady Is rewarded
with a kiss. A very funny game. Price,
five cents n pack hy mail.

H. I •'. LA.NG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
THE PRIZE FORD JOKE.

Looks like a
sto ry -book. but
it contains· a cap
and a trigger.
'l'he moment
y o u r , Innocent
friend opens the
book to rend the
interesting story
h e expects-Pop! Bang! The
e X p 1 0 S I O n Is
b ut
harmless,
will make him
think the Germans are after

i\f~c
each

211 cents
by mall,
postpaid.
\VollI Novelty Co
168 W, 23d St.,
N. Y.

l\IAGIC PENCILS.

r?'~Ci}

HAGIO PUZZLE KEYS

'.l'hfs Is tue prettiest and daintiest little
-article that we haYe ever seeu. It con'
Rls~s of a miniature French shoe only 1¾
inches In length, to which Is attached a
perfect ll'nd thoughly reliable thermometer. They are made in Paris by skilled
workmen, and the workmanship In every
detail Is simply perfect.
Ladles sometimes use them to attac1 to
embroidery work, and nothing coul<i be
more suitable to present to a lady friend as
a momento. Beslcles being a practical thermometer it Is a perfect work of art. Price,
i-c .. J for 2Gc. pos tpaid.

Two keys Interlocked In such a manner it seems - impossible to ·sepilflitlf,:tlem,
!Jut when learned It Is easily done. i'rlce,
i.. .
.
6c., postpaid.
FRANK Sl\llTH, 388 Lenox Ave.}~:.<'"· Y.
LITTLE RIP'S TEN-PINS
In each set tllere are ten pins and two
howling I.Jails packed In a lleautltullY o_r•
uameuted l.Jox. With one of these mlnia
ture set~ you can play ten-pins on your
dining -room table just as well as tho
aa me can be playell lu a regular alley.
Tovery g:110':! .li.uown to ' professional l>owlers can be worked with these pins. l'l'ice,
10c. per box by mall, postpaid.

H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N, Y.
RUBBER SUCKER.

H. 1!'. LAJ.,.,.G. 1816 Centre St., ll'klyn, N. Y.
THE CREEPING MOUSE.

•

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

-

Dishes ano
'.l'he latest. novelty out!
plates will stick to the table, cups to tbe
saucers like glue. Put one under a glass
and then try to lift It. You can't. Lots of
fun. Always put it on a smooth surface
and wet the rubber. Many other tricks
can be accomplish ed with tbis novelty.
Price 12 cts. each by mall, postpaid.
FRANK SllllTH, 383 Lenox Avo., N. Y.

~~E

BLUE ·
ll[D,
The working or this trick Is very easy,
most startling and mystifying. Give the
case and three pencils to any one In your
audience with Instructions to place any
pencil In the case point upward and to
close case and put the remaining two pen·
You now take the
ells In his pocket.
case with tbe pencil ln It and <•an tell
what color It is. Directions how to work
~he trick with each set.
Price 2G cts. each by mall, postpaid.

lVoltr No velty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

THE CANADIAN WONDER CARD TRICK.
Astonlchlng, wonderful,
Have you
and perplexing!
seen them? Any chtld ca.n

d~ t~' eoana~Js~~g- ~~:~
fh
the sharpest people on earth
0
::

8

are tooled. We cannot tell
you what they do, or others
would get next and apoll the
tun. Just get a. set and read. the dlrectlona.'
'the reaulte will startle your friends and
iuterly mystlty them. A genuine good thine
Sf you wish to have no end of amu1ement.
Price by me.II, lOe.

H.F. Lang,1815 Centre St.,B'klyn,N.Y.
JlllNIATURE COMPASS CHA.UM.
A
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This is the latest novelty out. The mouse
When
is of a very natural appearance.
placed upon a mirror, wall, window or any
other smooth surface, it will creep slowly
downward without leaving the perpendicular sur!ace. It Is furnisned with an adhesive gum -roll underneath which makes
it stick. Very amusing to l>otll young and
olcl. l'rice, ten cents by mail.
Wolff' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23cl St., N. Y.
TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.

This oue is a corker! Get a lJox right
away, if you want to have a barrel of joy.
Here';; the secret: It looks like au ordinary red box of '.rurkisll cigarettes. But
it contains a trigger, under which you
place a paper cup. Offer your friend a
smoke and he raises tbe lid of the box.
'l' hat explodes the cap, and if you are
wise you will get out of sight with the
box before he gets over thinking he was
shot. l:'rice 15c., postpaid.
,volff Novelty Co., 168 w. 23,1 St., N. Y.
IMITATION BED BUGS.

This toy is an exact imitation oJ. the
friendly little fellow who shares your bed,
eats out of your hand or leg und who ac- ·
cepts your humble hospitality even without au invitation. 'l'he fact that he also
Insists on introducing all his friends and
family circle, sometimes makes him most
unpop ular with the ladles; most every
woman you know would have seven kinds
of tits it she saw two, or e,en one, of
these imitations on her bedspread. Six are
contained iu a transparent euvelope. !--'nee,
iOc . by mail.
ll. F . LANG, 1815 Centre St; • B'klyn, N. Y,

worn on the watch chalu . It ·

. consis ts of a true and perI fect compass, to which Is

attached, by a pivot, a
powerful magnifying glass.
When not in use the magnltying glass tit•
~!ose,y rns,de the compass and is not seen.
Ihe compass Is protected by a glass crystal,
and Is handsomely silver-nickel plated anti
Irnrnlshed, _presenting a very attractive appearance. Bere you have a reliable ~ompass,
a powerful magnifying glass, and R band·
some charm, a ll In one. It ls a Parisian
novelt)'., entirely new. Price 25c. by mall.
postpaid.
.

Hold discs In each hand and twist the
strings by swinging the toy arouml and
around about 30 times. '.l'hen move the
hands apart, pulling on the discs and
causing the strings to untwist. '.l'bls will
rotate the wbeel and cause tbe sparks to
tli•. 'l'he continued rotation of the wheel
will again twist the strings. When this
twisting commences slacken the strings
sllght: y until they ahe full twisted. then
·
pull.
Price 25 cts. eacb by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. Gtd St., N. Y,
HALF !IIASKS.
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False-faces beaten a mile 1
'l'here are 7 iu a ijet uutl repre.
seu t an lndian, a J a pnuese girl. a
clown, Foxy Urandpu, au .IJ:11glisll
Johnny Atkins a1H.l au Aucomoblllst. Beautifully lltho,.;raphe d
in handsome color s on u durable
quality of cardboard. 'l 'hey have
eyeholes and string perforations.
Price, 6c. each, or the tull set ot
7 for 25c., postpaid.

FRANK S1\IITH, 383 Lenox Ave .. N. Y.
A PECK OF TROUBLE.
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TllE

ELK HEAD

PUZZLE.

Just out ar.d oue of the
.2:...!::::tl most. fa.sclnutlng puzzles on
~~ tile market. 'l'he stun t ls to
separate the antlers and rejo1n them. It looks easy . but
try it and you will admit that
it is without exception the
best puzzle you have ever seen. You can't
leave it alon e. Made of silvered metal.
l
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. ,voltr Novelty Co., 168 W- 9.lld St., N. Y.
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C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

BINGO.

It is a little m eta l box. It looks very
Innocent, but ls s upplied with an lni;enious
mechnuism wbich s !Joots off a liarmless
ca.p wllen It.is opened. You can have more
fuu thau a circu s with this new tt-ick.
Place the !JINGO iu or under any otiier
article and it will go off when the article
is opened or r e moved. it can be used as a
funny joke by being placed In a purse,
cigarette box, or between the leaves of a
magazin e; all)0 , under any movable article, ~
s u e t, as u book, tray, ills!), etc. 'l'he BINUO
cuu uhw IJe u sed as u burglar alarm, a~ · a
tbeft preventer liy being- placed iu , a
dra\\ er, money till, or uuder a doQr or,
1\'lndo\\ or under any article that would
be m o,ecl or ctlsturl.Jed shou ld a theft be ·
attempted. l'rice, loc , each by mail, postpaid.

8

One of- the hardest puzzles eve r In l'ented.
Mix bloc ks well; then move squares with·
out removing tbe box, so tbat every line
of figures, up and down and across, and
the two diagonals, will each add up 23.
The l3lank space may be left in either of
the four corners.
Price 10 cts. eacb by mail, postpaid .
\VoUI' Novelty Co .. 168 W. 2!<d St.. N. Y.

E1·ery boy wliv wuuts a whip-lash, pnlr
of re1us, ur uuy otllcr knittell article ot
simllar Kint.I shv uh.i ll,we a Kmttcr. AnylJouy ca11 work h. T!Je most lJeauclfuJ' designs cun l>e made l>y u slu;; colored
worsted s with this uanCly little ol>ject. it
is uaudso111t:Hy lacquereu, :stl:ongly niaUe,
und th~ wires ure very llural.J1e. t"l'icc
•'
1vc. each, lly Ulllil, pcstpald.
\I' olb N ove1 ty Uo., J.UlS ,\. z3d St., N. Y. ·
WHO

DROPPED

'.l.'HE EGG?

'l'!Je lll0St screammg cOlllk catch of l)'.lOdern tllH<,s. 1Jrup it anywue1·e ou the tall.I&
ur, ,the nuor uuu await retiults.
lb., sl,el! h; a real egg shell, but tbe
white and yolk of the egg is made ot
wax. '.l'ue exact size aml color or a real
IJroken egg . No one 'for a mumeut woultl
chink It other than an ordinary hen's cg,:
carele,s1y uroppcd •>n the floor. ,Hter
ceivlng. a goc,u scolding tor your carelessuess, pick. IL up and tell your parents not
to fry or scram 1>le It for your llreuktast as
you wish to keep it for further use. •
Price 10c; ;i tor :l5, mulled postpa.id
H. J!'. LA.NG. 11115 Centre St., U'.ldyu. ·N. I', _
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
--LATEST ISSUES--

735 Young Wild West's Overland Ro11te; or, The Masked ~
of Death .Pass.
736 Young Wild West's Iron Grip; or, Settling a Cowbo7 Fend.. ·
737 Young Wild West's L11.st Cbance; or, Arletta's Narrow Eat'li,e.
738 Young Wild West and the Gold Grabbers; or, The Fight t•
tbe W!dow'e Claim.
730 Young Wilt\. West and the Branded Band; or, The Scoul"SO
of Skeleton Skit.
740 Young Wild West's Double Danger: or, Tbe SIKD et tll,o
Rt'rret Re..-en
741 Young Wild West nnd the RenegadC!' Rustlers; or, Saved "''
the Sorrel Stalllon.
742 Young Wild West's Fandango; or, .Arletta Among th" M..:o
cnns.
743 Young W1ld West and tbe Double DE-nee; or, The Doml. .
Gang of Denver.
744 Young Wild West on the Prairie; or, The Trail Tbat Had Pl•
End.
745 Young Wild West and "ML~sourl Mt:ke"; or, The Worst M..u
Rescue.
In Wyoming.
Young Wild West'• Cowboy Band; or, The Tune They
746 Young Wild West at the Golden Gate: or, A Business TripiPlayed in Deadwood.
FrlRco.
QI Young Wild West's Indian Scout; or, Arietta and the Pawnee
747 Young Wild West and the Redskin Raiders; or, Arlette'•
Maiden.
·
Leap For Life.
fa' Young W!Jd West and the "Salted" Mine; or. The Donble Game
748 Young Wild West's Cowboy C1rcn1; or, Fun at th!! Mina•
tor a .Million.
Camps.
:l'er 1ale by !Ill newsl!pnlt'rs . or w111 be aent to an7 address on receipt of price, 5 cents · per copy, In money or posta~ stamp~. hJ

1'12 l'onng Wild West and the Stranded Show; or. Waking the
Prairie Pilgrims.
t11 Youn& Wild West's Lite at Staki>; or, THe Strateg7 of Arletta.
ru Youn1,r Wlld West's Prairie Pioneers; or, l•'ightl'ng the Way
to the Golden J,oop.
n5 Yeung Wild West and Nevada Nan; or, The Wild Girl of
the Sierras.
~ Yonng Wlld West In the find Lands; or, Hemmed in h7 Red1klns.
.
'11T Young Wild West at Nugget ll'Jats; or, Arletta'• Streak of
Luck.
m Young Wild We~t's Grizzly Bunt; or, The Rival Rangers
of the Rockie~.
m Yeung Wild West's Buckskin Brigade; or, .Helping the C&T·
alr7men.
'!II Y••nc Wild West at Magic Mark; or, Sbo'llfing Them How
to Run •the CalJlp.
SI. Young Wild West's Duel With Death; or, Arletta to the

m

l"KANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. l

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK - NUMBERS

,t. .v weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fiL
ca your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by retum mai1.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN, THE SAME AS MONEY.
/
rB.ANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. l

TEN-CENT

OUR

.Xe. L N..:POLEON'S ORA.CULUM AND
eSKAJI B001'.-Containlng the great oracle
,t. luu11an deetln1 ; also the true meaning of
1
0
= : . t•• c:n,!!~!1e~~ ~r~~i-1~~r~:~e: ~~
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Xa. 1. HOW TO DO TRJCKS.-The great
MOlt ot maclc and card tricks, containing
f1lll wtrnctiun on aJI the leading carcj. tricks
,t. tlaa daJ, al90 the most popular mag;lcal
l)ut.u u performed by our leading magid&Aa; eTer7 bo7 1hould obtain a cop7 ot
dlill M><>k.
lf•. s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
t,Oa at llrtatlon are fully explained b7 this
1ttt1e book. Besides the various methods of
. . . .lterchlef, tan, glove, parasol, windo,r
• • bat lllrtatlon, it contains a full , list of
•• langaage and aentiment of flowers.
lf•. ,. BOW TO DANCE la tbe title ot
dl1.I Utile book. It contains full Instructions
la
art ot dancing, etiquette In tbe bnll- - and at parties, how to dress, and tull
Clnetion• tor calling olf in all popular

u,.

..,-.are
dance•.
lf•. I. HOW TO l\lAKE LOVE.-A com,aete plda to JoTe, courtship and marriage.

all'llls senad.ble adTlce, rules and etiquette' to

M abaern4, with many curious and lnterelft- . tlllnc• not generally known.
•a. •. BOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
...,41Tillg full Instruction for the use ot
.._bbelll, IndiaD clubs, parallel bars, horital hara and Tarious otber methods ot
taln
...-e1oplnc a good, healtb1 muse Ie; con
-- . OTff 1lxt1 Ulustratlons.
-._ ,. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-"'and...
.....,
- - ' 7 llluatrated and containing full Inttnetlon• tor the management and training
Ill t» eanar1, mockingbird, bobolink, blackllh-4, pazoquet, parrot, etc.
lf•. I.• BOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO•l7UIT.-BJ Harr1 Kenned1. ETer1 lntelll,..t boy l'ftding tbls book of Instructions
.,... aaater the art, and create an7 amount
.« tna tor blmaelf and friends. It Ls the
,namt book ever publlahed.
Xa 11. BOW TO, BOX.-Tbe art ot meltutenN made eaa7. Coutalnlng over thlrt7
SJ,aatratto.. ot cnards, blows, and the dllferat -1t1oa ot a good boxer. Enr7 bo7
. .al• ebta!a one of these useful and Inltrwdin book•, as it will teach 70n how t.
MX witlla•t an Instructor.
lfa. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET...-a.-~ ao1t complete llttle boolt, contain!lag fall '1rect1ons tor writing loTe-lettel"II,
lM n• t• use tbem, clrtnc 1peclmen let_.. far 70'lln1' and old.
Xe. 11. BOW TO WBITE LETTERS TO
~IU.-Gh1.ng complete lnatructlon• tor
flttlD&' letten to ladles on all subject•; alao
ltltten et lntrodnetlon, notes and requests.
lfa. 11. llOW TO DO IT; OB, BOOK OJ!'
IITIQ1l1rTT:&.-It I• a great lite 1ecret, and
tllat eTMY Joung man deelre• to .11:nan about. Then,'• happiness in it.
ror aale b7 all newsdealers, or will he aent to

P'RANK TOUSEY. Publisher.

HAND

No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete band-book tor making all kinds ot
cand1, ice-cream, syrups, eS'Sences, etc., etc,
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little book• ever g'ven to the world. Everybody wiJihes to know how to become beautitu!, both male and female. The secret ts
1lmple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.- A complete compendium ot
g'ames, sports, card diTersions, comic recltatlons, etc., 1ultable for parlor or drawlngroom entertainment. It contains more for
the m.one7 than any book published.
No. %1. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe
moat complete hunting and fishing guide
ever published. It contains full Instructions
about guns, hllntlng dogs, traps, trapping
and llablng, together with description of
game and fish.
No. u. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller'• second algbt expial-ned by his former aRslstant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Exl!)ainlng
bo,r t!le secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the boy OD the
stage; also giving alJ the codes and signals.
No. n. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAHS.Thia little book gives the explanation to all
kinda ot dreams, to1,retber with lucky and
unluck7 days.
•
.
No. U. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEME;N.-Contalnlng lull instructions
for writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. %5. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
--Containing full Instructions for all kinds
i exercises.
0 t g1mnas ti c spo rt s an d at bl etc
Embraclng thlrt7-flve Ulustratlons. By ProfeHor w. Macdonald.
No. H.
HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
BUILD A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full
ln1tructlons are glnn In tbis little book,. together with lnstraetlons on swimming and
rldlnc, companion sports to boating.
No. %'1'. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
OJ!' RECITATIONS .-Contalnlng the most
popular 11electlons In use, comprising Dutch
dialect, Fn,nch dialect, Yankee and Irish dlalect pieces, together with many standard
readlnp.
No. ZI. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES ETer7one la de,ilroua ot knowing wbat lit..
tntnre life will bring forth, whether bapplnl!ft or misery, wealth or povert7. You can
tell b7 a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be conrtnced.
Na. ti. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOB,-ETer1 bo7 shonld know how lnventlon• originated. Tbts beok explains them
all, chine examplee In eleetrlclt1. bydraullca,
magnetism, optlca, pneumatics, mechanics,

etc.

Ne. n ·HOW TO COOK.-One of the moat
ln1trnctlTe books on cooking enr publlsbed.
It contain• recipes tor cooking meats, fish,
game, and 07sters; also pies, puddlngs1
caltea and all kind• of pastr7, and a grana
coll~lon ot recipes.
an:r add~ '"' ....,.,.Jpt of pr!....,, 10<· w•r cop7.

BOOKS

No. st. HOW TO RECOllE A SPJ!!AB.
ER.-Contninlng tourti>en lllustrntlonH, gh
Ing the dll'ferent position• requisite to b.
corue a ·good speaker, reader and elocutloni.l
Also containing gem, from all tbe popul&,
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 3!. HOW TO RIDE A B[CYCLK.Contalnlng ln•tructions for beginners, cholh
o! a machine, hints on training, ete. ~
complete book. Full of practical 1llnatrt.
tions.
No, 35. HOW TO PLAY G,\'\11':S.-A .-oaplete and useful little book. containing U..
rules and regulatlon.q of billiards, bagatelle.
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE co::-nrNOR'U:M.I
-Containing all the leading conundrums flll
the day, amus.lng riddles, rurious <'atci..
and witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OW>
DOCTOR.-A "''onderful book, contaiul.Jlt
useful and practical Information in the treaJ
ment of ordinary diseases and ailments CODI.
mon to every family . Ahounding In u•efu·.
and elfective re<:ipes for general complaint•
No. 39, HOW TO RAll"E DOGS, POn.
TRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useta
and lnatructlve book. Handsomel7 llluatra<

~-

No. 40,
HOW TO MAKE AND 8lt7
TRAPS.-Includfng blnts on bow to catcl
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels u,,
m~~t~a:J~o how to cure skins. Coplonel•

No, U. THE BOYS OF' NEW YORK EN:t>
Jl(EN'S .JOKE lJOOK.--Containlng a ,:rl!&,
varlet7 of the latest jokee used b7 tbe mo••
famous end men. No amatenr minstrels i,.
complete without this wonderful little boot
No. 4!. THE BOYS OF' NEW TOR•
STUl'IIP SPEAKER.--Contalning a varh,d u
sortment ot stump epee;:hes, Negro, Dute•
and IriAh. Also end men's Jokes. Just ~
thing tor bome amusement and am.ate<,,
show1.
No. U. HOW TO BECOME A l\lAGICU..l<
--Contalnlnit the grandest aHortment ., .
magical Illusions eTer placed betore
public. Also trick• with cards, incantatloau
etc.
No. «. HOW TO WRITE IN AN Al
BllM.-A grand collection of Album Vel'II«>
sultable for any time and occasion, embra,
Ing Lines ot Love, Alfection, Senttmen!, B~
mor; Respect, and Condolence, also y ~
Suitable tor Valentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK Mlll
STRl:L GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK -SO~
thing new and nry lnstructln. Ever1 boi
sbould obtain this book, as 1t contains fut
instructions tor organising an amateur mb
stn,1 trouDe.
or 3 for 2fie., tn money or poRtage stamo~ t.
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